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The demolition drive in Puri
has stopped for the last

three days. No information
was available on its resumption.
The next target was the 500-
year-old Sikh monastery
Mangu Mutt, which is in the
75-metre eviction list.

As many as three old
mutts, including five dozen of
shops near the Jagannath
Temple, have so far been
demolished out of the 18
monasteries and 200 private
buildings adjoining the
Badadanda (Grand Road) list-
ed for eviction.

Though the reason behind
delay in eviction of Mangu
Mutt was yet to be known, it is
suspected that some
Gurudwaras in north India

have put pressure on the
administration not to disman-
tle the mutt. 

The Mangu Mutt current-
ly houses a shrine, a Gadi
Ghar, a restaurant and some
showrooms on the first floor.
The entire ground floor has
been rented out to private per-
sons for running shops and
offices. Since the shrine and
Gadi Ghar would be protected,
there is problem to dismantle
the rest parts of the structure.

This Mutt dates back to the
16th century when Guru
Nanak Dev came to Puri for
darshan of Lords. Sikhs have
two more monasteries, Bauli
Mutt here near the Swargadwar
beach and Gurudwara near
Baliapanda.

In another development,
the five IAS officers, who have
been involved in the heritage
project work, began their duties
after paying obeisance to the
deities in the Jagannath Temple.

A special chamber would
be provided to 5-T Secretary
VK Pandian the Collectoriate
premises. The officers would
work in close coordination
with the district administration
to make the dream project
successful.
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On the last day of the two-
day long orientation pro-

gramme held in the State
Assembly, MLAs were trained
about proper time manage-
ment, effective presentation of
issues concerning to people and
enhancing their knowledge
base on a regular basis.

“Time management is a
major factor. We should under-
stand which work should be
given priority,” said MLA
Latika Pradhan.

Nimapara MLA and
Miniser Samir Ranjan Dash
said, “First, the MLAs should
be well versed with the rules
and business of the House.
Secondly, they have a duty to
put forth their issues in the
House and attract the attention
of all on it.”

Jeypore MLA Tara Prasad
Bahinipati welcomed the sug-
gestions while saying that there
is a need to read and under-
stand all the budgets tabled in
the House and the funds being
sanctioned to your constituen-
cy. 
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In order to ensure good gov-
ernance, Chief Minister

Naveen Patnaik on Saturday
asked officials to follow his 5T-
formula while discharging
duties and, as a result, get pro-
motion.

Chairing a meeting at the
Lok Seva Bhawan on imple-
mentation of the ‘Mo Sarkar’
initiative scheduled to be
launched on Gandhi Jayanti,
Patnaik said the officials, who
would work by abiding by the
5Ts, would be elevated to 
upper ranks without any con-
dition.

However, officials would
face sudden demotion without
any notice if they are found to
be insincere in discharging
their duties, Patnaik warned.

At the meeting, the CM
held discussion with as many as
635 IICs (Inspectors-in-
Charge) through a videocon-
ferencing.

Stating that his

Government is running with
people’s money, the Chief
Minister asked the IICs to
behave with the complainants
in fully professional, moral
and humane manner.

He asked them to register
phone number of each com-
plainant visiting their police
stations with the portal so that
the mobile number would be
accessed by SPs and the Chief
Minister. As soon as registra-
tion is done, SMSs would be
sent to the concerned phone

numbers. 
If any complainant doesn’t

have own phone number, he or
she can give a relative’s 
number.

The Chief Minister would
randomly select 10 phone
numbers every day and talk to
complainants directly to
inquire about how they were
behaved in the PS. He asked the
IICs to give priorities on the
complaints of women.

Chief Secretary Asit
Tripathy advised police officials

to perceive themselves as peo-
ple’s servants and work accord-
ingly. DGP BK Sharma hinted
about training being given to
police officials to make ‘Mo
Sarkar’ a grand success. 5-T
Secretary VK Pandian said
Odisha is the first State to
undertake such a programme.  

Notably, the Chief Minister
had announced the ‘Mo Sarkar’
programme on the
Independence Day on August
15. The initiative will com-
mence from October 2. 
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photograph was from Amritsar where the visiting religious
head of the Church of England (the monarch being the titular
head) had prostrated himself before the Jallianwala Bagh
memorial to express his “profound regret and shame” over the
massacre of some 400 people by British troops in 1919. 
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Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Saturday

unveiled over �70,000 crore of
measures for exporters and
the real estate sector, including
�30,000 crore new spending in
plans such as setting up of a
stressed asset fund, as part of
efforts to boost economic
growth from a six-year low.

While measures to boost
exports include remission of
duties, higher insurance cov-
erage and technology enable-
ment to cut downtime at ports,
for real estate sector a �20,000
crore fund — with half of the
money coming from the
Government — will be set up
to provide last-mile funding for
housing projects that are not in
bankruptcy courts or already
tagged as bad debt.

The remission based incen-
tive scheme for export of goods
would involve �50,000 crore of
outgo, higher than the �40,000-
45,000 crore budgeted in exist-
ing plans that it is 
replacing.

At a press conference called
to announce the third and
final set of measures to address

stress in specific sectors and
bolster growth, Sitharaman
said housing finance compa-
nies have been allowed to bor-
row funds from abroad at
relaxed rules while interest
rate on housing building
advance has been lowered,
benefiting Government ser-

vants who make up for a major
component of demand for
houses.

Exports have declined in
two out of last three months
despite a weaker rupee, while
the shock 2016 demonetisation
of 86 per cent of the currency
in circulation and introduction

of the Goods and Services Tax
(GST) had dented the real
estate market.

The stressed asset fund,
which is to be used to provide
finance to affordable housing
projects, will benefit around 3.5
lakh homebuyers, Sitharaman
said, adding that buyers stuck

in bankruptcy-bound projects
will get relief through the
NCLT route.

For exporters, a new
scheme for reimbursement of
taxes paid on exports, called the
Remission of Duties or Taxes
on Export Product (RoDTEP),
will come into effect from

January 2020 to replace exist-
ing dispensations.

The new RoDTEP “will
more than adequately incen-
tivise exporters than existing
schemes put together,” she said.

Besides, a �1,700 crore
annual dole will allow Export
Credit Guarantee Corp to offer
higher insurance cover to
banks lending working capital
for exports, she said. This will
enable reduction in the overall
cost of export credit, including
interest rate, especially for
MSMEs, she added.

Priority sector lending tag
for export credit is under con-
sideration of the Reserve Bank,
which will release an additional
�36,000 crore to �68,000 crore
as export credit.

Other measures for
exporters included real-time
electronic processing of GST
refunds by the month-end,
action plan to reduce time to
export or turnaround time at
airports and ports by
December and a special FTA
utilisation mission that will
work with export houses to
utilise concessional tariffs in
each free trade agreement India
has with different nations.
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Amid its continuous cease-
fire violations along the

Line of Control (LoC), the
Pakistan Army was forced to
raise the “white flag” to recov-
er the bodies of two of its sol-
diers killed in the strong retal-
iatory firing by the Indian
Army in Hajipir in Uri sector.

While the soldiers were
killed on September 10-11,
Pakistan could not retrieve the
bodies despite shelling on the
Indian posts. It finally showed
the white flag implying truce
for the time being on Friday.

The LoC has become “hot”
again since the abrogation of
Article 370 and more than 350
ceasefire violations have taken
place in the past one and a half
month. In fact, violations are
taking place daily since August
15. Four Indian soldiers and
one civilian have died in
shelling from across the border. 

In an effort to interna-
tionalise the Kashmir issue, the
Pakistan Army is desperate to

raise the ante on the LoC by
relentless firing and to provide
covering fire to ultras to help
infiltrate into the State.

As regards the Hajipir inci-
dent, officials said the retalia-
tory fire by the Indian Army
led to the death of one
Pakistani soldier of its Punjab
Regiment identified as Sepoy
Ghulam Rasool. Initially, the
Pakistan Army tried to get
hold of the bodies by targeting
the Indian posts to suppress
them. 

However, such repeated
attempts failed leading to the
death of another Pakistani sol-
dier forcing the local Pakistan
commanders to raise the white
flag to retrieve the bodies.
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The Cabinet on Saturday
approved creation of 79

positions for Senior Residents
and Tutors at the Rajendra
Institute of Medical Sciences
(RIMS) in Ranchi–a move
aimed at combating the
dearth of  doctors in
Government-run institutions
and strengthen the health
sector here. 

Addressing media per-
sons about the decisions taken
by the Cabinet on Saturday,
Cabinet  Secretar y Ajay
Kumar Singh said that the
process will cost around 
Rs.60 crore to the State exche-
quer.

“ The Cabinet has
approved creation of 79 posi-
tions of Senior Residents and
Tutors at Rajendra Institute of
Medical Sciences. It has sanc-
tioned �60,21,00000 for the
same,” said Singh.

RIMS, one of the leading
State-run hospitals  in
Jharkhand, has been battling

a shortage of doctors since
years. 

According to the Medical
Council of India (MCI), the
State needs at least 22,500
more doctors to be able to
achieve the doctor and patient
ratio of 1:1000. At present,
Jharkhand produces around
300 doctors annually, and at
that pace the State would
take around 87 years to
achieve the desired doctor
and patient ratio as per stan-
dards set by the World Health
Organisation (WHO).

In another major deci-
sion, the Cabinet on Saturday
approved construction of G+6
and G+8 buildings under the
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana
(PMAY) in urban areas. By
now, construction of only
G+3 buildings was allowed
under the scheme in
Jharkhand. 

The decision, Singh said,
will help in construction of
more units in small plots of
land. The Cabinet also decid-
ed to allow the payment of
b e n e f i c i a r i e s ’
share under PMAY in five
easy installments. 

The decision, officials
said, will reduce the pressure
on PMAY beneficiaries in

Jharkhand.
In a bid to encourage

organic farming, the Cabinet
on Saturday approved a cer-
tification programme for
organic farming at a cost of
�100 crore. 

The programme, Singh
said, will run over a period of
three years and the State will
spend �35 crore in it in the
year 2019-20. 

The State has been laying
emphasis on organic farming
lately. 

Union Agriculture
Minister for State Parshottam
Rupala recently said that
Jharkhand should tread the
path of Sikkim and become
an organic state. 

In 2012-2013, the State
also constituted the Organic
Farming Authority of
Jharkhand (OFAJ) for pro-
moting organic farming in
different districts.

The Cabinet decided that
private part ies  using
Government land for laying
gas or water pipelines will
have to pay 10 per cent of the
share to the 

Government.  Earlier,
there was no regulation on the
charge for using Government
land for such purposes.
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Sitting on the hot seat with Big B right in
front is every Indian’s dream. While it
come true for some, others merely

enjoy Big-B’s aura on their TV screens. Kaun
Banega Crorepati has turned eleven and after
almost one month into the new season, the
show has finally found its first crorepati. Yes,
you read that right. A 25-year-old boy from
Bihar’s Jehanabad district, Sanoj Raj, has
become the first contestant to have won �1
crore. He went on attempting the koti ki choti
prashan — �7 crore question, but decided to
quit the game.

Raj, an engineer by profession, who lives
in a joint family, is preparing for the Civil
Services. It took Raj, hours of studying and
months of preparations to crack the KBC
code. 

“I worked as an engineer for two-and-a-
half years. I was paid well. But, I decided to
give up on my job and concentrate on my
Civil Services preparations. I used to study
for hours and gather as much information as
possible. I used to read a lot of books as well,”
he says.

The adage, life is not a bed of roses, holds
true to Raj, who was trying to enter the show
for the last eight years, but failed.

“Not even for once did I think that I
should quit. I knew I have to be on the hot
seat, no matter how long it will take. I was
confident that I will make it there one day.
And that time came on Friday,” he says and
tells you that it doesn’t took him any extra
preparations for the show but what he
studied for the Civil Services.

It was nothing short of a festivity in Raj’s
family when they got to know about his
selection. “My uncle got a call from the team
that I was selected in KBC. He then went on
to tell the news to my family and friends. I
was out for some work then and I got to know
about it from my friends. I was on cloud nine,

” he says.
Meeting Amitabh Bachchan and sharing

the stage with him gave Raj goosebumps .
“The moment I stepped on to the stage

my heartbeat increased. I was nervous. It was
a dream come true moment for me. Once you
are on the hot seat, in the centrestage with
so many people around it sent shivers down
the spine. But, once Big B starts talking he
makes sure that the other person gets
comfortable,” he tells you.

Raj was confident that he will win �50
lakh but winning as much as �1 crore came
as a surprise.

With the winning amount, Raj want to
complete his Civil Services preparations,
open a nursery for his father in his village
and travel all through the Indian sub-
continent.

“We are already exploiting our
environment a lot. By opening up the
nursery I want to contribute my bit towards
Nature. I know it will not solve all the
problems but it will definitely help fighting
some. I love travelling and exploring places
— North-east being my favourite. I will first
travel to Meghalaya and then explore the
other places with the remaining amount,” he
says.

He recalls that when he won �1 crore he
was about to burst into tears.

“It was a moment of extreme joy. I felt
like all my hard work had paid off. It was
hard to believe that in just an hour I have
turned into a millionaire. My success mantra
is to have patience and take one step at a
time. Leaps and bounds would take you
nowhere. Not only destiny but my family
played their part too. They supported me
through thick and thin. They had faith in all
my decisions, they knew I will make it big
some day. And I am proud to have proved
them right,” he tells you.
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It is very rare for Bollywood to
make a rom-com and ensure that it
is able to hold its worth in gold till

the very end. Not delivering a good
comedy is not due to lack of talent or
good writers. So when one comes
across a film that manages to make
the audience laugh till the very end,
then the person who has written the
dialogues needs to be given a pat on
the back. In this case it goes to Raaj
Shaandilyaa who is the director of
Dream Girl. 

We all know that a movie that
portrays middle class resonate with
the masses since they manage to find
a connect. That is a major contributor
why such a movie finds many takers.
Then there’s the fact that people love
to laugh. A rom-com that has the
right ingredients works wonders. Add
to that the lead character who works
with a call centre... main Pooja bol
raheen hoon, mujhse dosti karogey —
it will have the audience in splits from
the word go.

We all love to laugh and if we can
do that for 132 minutes, it is paisa
wasool when one goes to see Dream
Girl. However, one needs to keep all
sensibilities at home. Also if you are
the kind of person who wants to only
watch meaningful cinema, this film is
not for you. 

But one may want to see this one
for Khurrana who has given a great
performance. His reactions to men
wanting to marry him, of people who
touch his feet because he plays Sita are
brilliant to say the least. One will also
get a kick out of why and how he
always ends playing Sita, Draupadi
and even Radha.

Then there is some great
performance from Annu Kapoor who
plays Khurana’s father in this one. The
two share a fabulous chemistry. Vijay
Raaz as a cop, a shayar with a
cantankerous wife at home, wins your
heart. Manjot Singh as Khurana’s
friend is just as good. A special
mention for the 90-something dadi
(Neela Mulherkar) who downs
whiskey like a pro. 

Overall Dream Girl makes for a
laugh-riot all through.
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�What is your role?
I play Raghbir, a dark and

intense character. He has lost
someone whom he loved very
much. He is traumatised, is
grieving and in deep sorrow. He
lives in a different world of his
own and can’t accept things
easily. He is living in a confused
state of mind wherein there’s no
truth or no lies for him. The
story of Bepanah Pyaarr is very
different with a different
perspective.
�What made you say yes?

The thing which attracted me
towards this show is that it is a
male-oriented show. The script is

fresh. Also being a part of such
shows comes with great
responsibility and I hope I will be
able to do justice to my character. A

lot of money and effort has gone into
this show. I believe the audience will like
it.
�What do you like and dislike about
your character?

There is nothing that I dislike about
my role. The reason being it is a
challenging role and I love challenges.
While you are playing such intense
character, you have to bring in that
reality and emotion in it so that the
audience can feel what you are going
through. I have to be expressive.
�From Dil Ki Nazar Se Khoobsurat to
Bepanah Pyaarr, how have things
changed?

It’s been six long years. I have had
good and some bad times. But,
everything was rightly placed by God.
Things worked well for me. I just
believe in being a good human being. I

always try to make myself better every
day. That’s where my focus lies. 

I am a public figure; I want people
to learn good things from me. Being an
actor, people keep an eye on

everything that we do and we have
to respect that. We have to set a

good example for the society
because many people follow us.
I am trying to be the best

version of myself.
�What was the most challenging
project?

The one that I am part of at present
— Bepanah Pyaarr. And not only for me
but for the whole team, I believe. I also had
to shed some weight for the role. It is a sad
character so I have to bring in that
dullness in my personality. I cannot look
happy.

I try to play Raghbir even when I am
not shooting to make my character look
as real life as possible in reel.   Otherwise
it will become difficult for me to switch
on and off from this rather intense
character. As actors, we have to live with
our characters so that we can bring out
their essence on-screen.
�What does acting mean to you?

Acting is something which makes me
feel alive. My approach towards acting is
to keep it as real as it can be. To imitate
someone is not acting; to be real and to
feel the characters you are playing is acting
for me. Acting is no rocket science. You
just have to get the feelings right and
portray your characters in good faith and
you are good to go.
�You were top ranked in Times Most
Desirable Men’s list. How did it feel?

I didn’t know that I have been ranked
No 1 in the list. I got to know it from
somebody and then I read the story. It was
a great moment because a lot of people
want to see their names in the list and
fortunately I topped it. Wherever I am
today is because of my family and fans
who continue to shower their love on me
and extend their support.

I feel blessed to have been working
in this industry and getting so much
appreciation for my work.
�You also released your album Peerh
Meri. How did the transition from an
actor to a singer happened?

I am into music since I was in Class
VIII. I used to write songs and till date I
have written and composed more than 100
songs. 

I’ll release them too when the right
time comes. Just like I felt that the time
was right to release my first song and I 
did it.
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Section 375 of IPC defines rape as a
criminal offence and states that a man
is said to commit rape when he has

sexual intercourse with a woman against
her or without her consent or if she is a
minor — under any of the following
situations: Against her will; Without
her consent. Just penetration is
sufficient to constitute the sexual
intercourse necessary to the offence of
rape. 
This sets as the backdrop for Ajay
Bahl’s Section 375: Marzi Ya
Zabardasti. The opening stand that
Akshaye Khanna, who plays a hot-shot
defence lawyer Tarun Saluja, takes — Law
is about facts, Justice is abstract — gives you
a fair warning what is to unfold.

The courtroom drama is taut and Bahl
ensures that his character keep pace with how
things progress in the 123 minute drama that
will keep you engaged till the very end. In most
of the films, the end is rather predictable. But
Section 375... throws a curve ball. The dialogue at
the end sums it beautifully when Khanna says: We
are not in the business of justice; we are in the
business of law.

While the performances are good, the kind
here are the brilliant one-liners and the
smoothness with which the two lawyers — defence
and prosecutrix — argue on behalf of their clients
makes this movie a must watch even if the end
leaves one with a slightly bad taste in the mouth
especially if you are a woman. 
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Chief Minister Raghubar
Das on Saturday said that

India can become a World
Leader through its own
language. "Own language is an
indicator of development. This
will take India on the route of
becoming a proud India. Own
language has been a major
reason behind the growth of all
developed countries. This does
not mean that you should not
use other languages, you should
respect them too," Said Das.

Speaking on the occasion
of Hindi Diwas Celebration at
Project Building on Saturday
Das said that language plays a
major role in connecting
government with public, this is
the reason that the State
government has given the
status of second Rajbhasha

(official language) to Santhali,
Bangla, Mundari, Ho, Kharia,
Kurmali, Nagpuri,
Panchparganiya, Oriya,
Magahi, Bhojpuri, Maithili,
Angik and Bhumij.

He said, "Today on the
occasion of Hindi Diwas, I
appeal the citizens of State to
use Hindi language."

On the occasion Das said
that foundation stone for Hindi
Bhavan, dedicated to Hindi
lovers, litterateur, authors and
poets, will be laid within three
months.

"Government aims to
provide a proper campus for
authors and poets from across
the country coming to
Jharkhand," he said.

The CM also directed the
officials of Department of
Personnel, Administrative
Reforms & Rajbhasha to

organize Hindi Diwas
celebration from next year at
Morhabadi Ground in the
evening. "This should be a
platform for young poets where
citizens can enjoy kavi

sammelan," he said.
With globalisation,

education and health has been
marketised, which has led to
increase in the use of English
language. The CM directed

the officials of Rajbhasha
Department to send a letter to
all private institutions
appealing to them that they use
Hindi language in
correspondence and other
official works, as much as
possible.

The CM also directed that
if directions, notifications and
circulars issued by State
departments are in English
then English to Hindi
translator should be appointed
on contractual basis and given
honorarium so that the
notifications can reach the
common public in Hindi.

Secretary of Department of
Personnel, Administrative
Reforms & Rajbhasha, Ajay
Kumar Singh said on the
occasion that Hindi is the third
most spoken language in the
country. "43 per cent people of

the country, which is around 53
crore, speak Hindi. The
Constitution of India had given
Hindi the status of official
language in 1949. Since, 1953,
Hindi Diwas is being celebrated
every year. At present 14 crore
people use Hindi even on the
internet," he said.

On the occasion, CM
Raghubar Das felicitated the
winners of Short Story writing
competition and essay
competition.
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With just a little over two
weeks left for the Durga

Puja festivities to begin, the
pandal hoppers in Ranchi can
expect an eco-friendly
celebration this year. The much
awaited pandals will be open to
the public from October 4 to
October 8. Keeping in mind the
rising level of pollution, the
pandal managers have decided
to focus on cleanliness and
adopt the ‘go green’ mantra this
festive season.

Following the ‘go green’
mantra, the puja pandals
across popular locations in the
city will be making minimum
use of plastic, synthetic paints
and other non-biodegradable
substances. They will instead
be using products l ike
bamboo, hay, dry grass and
clay to mesmerise the visitors.

“There will be no use of
plastic in and around the
pandal premises. Special
attention is being paid to

ensure that the entire ground
is clean at all times and there
is nothing littered. Separate
dustbins will also be placed for
dry and wet waste. Even the
food stall owners will be urged

to make minimum use of
plastic and instead opt for
paper plates and cups,” said
Rajendra Singh, President
OCC Club & Puja Committee.

Near the Ranchi railway

station, bamboo, coconut rope
and hay are primarily being
used for the pandal structure
and minimum use of
theramcoal is being ensured.
“This year the theme for the
pandal is inspired from the
State of Kerala.  Special
emphasis is also being given to
spread the message of planting
trees and conserving water.
Food stall owners are being
asked to ensure cleanliness
and dustbins will also be
placed at frequent intervals. 

The Ranchi Municipal
Corporations has also been
requested to send garbage
collection vehicles every few
hours,” said Munchun Rai,
President Ranchi Railway
Station Durga Puja
Committee.

The theme of the puja
pandal in Morabadi will be on
Andaman and Nicobar
Islands.  “Spreading the
message of protecting the
environment,  the entire
pandal is being made using

fibre,  dr y grass,  wood-
products which can be used
later.  The main idol of
Goddess Durga will be made
of clay while some of the
others statues will be made of
fibre. Eco friendly colours are
being used for all the idols.
The food stall owners are
being advised to use leaf bowls
and plates. The kichdi prasad
which is served from Saptami
onwards is also served on
these leaf plates,” said Manoj
Kumar Gupta, President
Geetanjali Club Durga Puja
Committee, Morabadi.

Rai who is  also the
Convener of the Ranchi
Durga Puja Committee said
that the organisation is
making constant efforts to
spread messages on
environmental awareness. 

Attempts are also being
made to convince more
people to embrace the ‘go
green’ mantra and adopt eco
friendly ways to adorn the
pandals.
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Chief Minister Raghubar
Das on Saturday urged the

people of Jharkhand to
participate in the mass
cleanliness campaign,
organised to mark the birthday
week of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. A press
communique from the CM’s
office said that the country will
observe Seva Saptah (Service
Week) from September 14 to
September 20 in a bid to thank
Modi for his contributions
towards the society and the
country as a whole.

Modi celebrates his
birthday on September 17. The
Chief Minister asked
Jharkhandis to actively
participate in the campaign by
spreading awareness about
cleanliness and against single-

use plastic products. The week
will also be seen as an
opportunity to embrace
hygienic habits and encourage
use of clean drinking water, he
added.

While the Government has
put its foot on the gas pedal to
impose a complete ban on the
use of single use plastic
products, enforcement of the

prohibition at the ground level
still seems to be a far off task
in the State capital. Smalltime
eateries–including the ones
registered with food delivery
Apps such as Zomato and
Swiggy–are still relying heavily
on plastic forks, spoons, cups,
bags and straws.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, during his visit to Ranchi
on Thursday, called upon the
youths of Jharkhand to discard
the use of plastic products and
support the Government in its
environment-friendly initiative.
Modi has been asking the
people of India to shun single
use plastic during most of his
public addresses lately. Streets
of the State capital too have
been flooded with hoardings
spreading the message of
prohibiting single use plastic
products.
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Chief Minister Raghubar
Das directed the transport

department to provide a three-
month time to vehicle owners
for getting their documents
updated. During this period,
the department has been
directed to organise awareness
drives across the State to
inform people about the new
Motor Vehicles Act and traffic
rules.

During this period, the
drivers will not be fined for not
possessing proper documents,
but fine will continue to be
imposed on those who do not
wear helmet or seat belt, are
found drunk driving or rash
driving.

Citizens welcomed this
move and appreciated the CM

for understanding their
problems. Naveen Singh, a
businessman said, “The sudden
increase of fine and people
being fined heavily for minor
issues without any warning
was definitely uncalled for. I
thank the Chief Minister for
giving us some time to get our
documents updated.”

Similarly, Manisha Raj, a
working woman thanked the
CM for understanding the
problems of citizens. “Now
that we have some time in hand
we can understand the law and
get our documents updated
accordingly. Earlier, we were
scared to use our vehicles,
unknowing what may lead to
imposing of fines,” she said.

Sanjay Gupta, a banker
said that while the new Act has
definitely led to many people
follow traffic rule, this
exemption for a few days was
very much needed so that
people are not fined heavily for

minor mistakes. “Those who
drive rashly or are found drunk
driving should definitely be
fined. But if a person does not
have a pollution under control
(PUC) certificate then he
should be given some time to
update it because it is not a life
threatening crime,” he said.

On Saturday, the CM held
a high level review meeting
with Transport Minister CP
Singh, Chief Secretary DK
Tiwari, Additional Chief
Secretary (home) Sukhdeo
Singh, DGP KN Choubey and
other senior officials regarding
the problems faced by citizens

after imposition of the new Act.
The CM directed the

enforcement agencies of
transport department and
traffic police officials to spread
awareness about the amended
law among citizens. He also
directed the transport
department to provide all
public facilities related to this
Act immediately and install
camps to help citizens update
their documents.

The CM said that this has
to be done for the next three
months so that citizens have
ample time in their hand to
update the papers. During
these three months awareness
drives have to be organised at
a grand level so that every
individual gets aware of the law.

Appealing to the 3.25 crore
population of the State Das
said, "Follow traffic rules and
don't do rash driving. Protect
the life of yours and others on
the road while driving."
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Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP)
State Spokesperson Pratul

Shahdeo on Saturday
welcomed the decision of
Chief Minister Raghubar Das
to postpone the enforcement
of the provisions under the
Motor Vehicles (Amendment)
Act 2019 for three months.
The decision, he said, will
provide relief to the people of
Jharkhand.

Lauding the effort of the
Government, Shahdeo said
that the Chief Minister has
provided three months time
to the traffic police and other
law enforcement agencies to
instruct people and run
awareness drives about
provisions of Motor Vehicle
Act in the interest of citizens
of the State.

“The Chief Minister’s
decision is commendable as it
is extremely considerate
towards the people of the
State. 

Our CM has now directed
different agencies to hold
awareness campaigns and put
up one-stop shops for helping
people and providing

necessary certificates to them
without causing any
harassment,” Shahdeo said.

Expressing happiness over
the initiative,  the party
Spokesperson said that the
Government’s  move is
welcome that for the next
three months, an awareness
campaign on road rules will
be conducted by various
agencies. 

This will not only increase
awareness among people but
will also reduce accidents, he
added.

“With this decision, Chief
Minister Raghubar Das has
once again proved that his
Government is driven by
public  sentiments 
and the same cannot be said
about the Governments of
the previous oppositions,”
said Shahdeo.
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Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP)
National President and

Union Home Minister Amit
Shah will flag off Chief Minister
Raghubar Das’ Jan Ashirwad
Yatra from Jamtara on
September 18 in a grand rally,
which is expected to see the
presence of at least one lakh
BJP workers and supporters,
BJP’s State Spokesperson
Praveen Prabhakar said on
Saturday.

“Earlier, Chief Minister’s
Jan Ashirwad Yatra was
scheduled to begin on
September 15, but now, it will
be flagged off my Amit Shah ji
on September 18. The BJP
aims to win at least 15 seats in
Santhal Pargana this time,”
said Prabhakar.

The BJP has been
strengthening its hold in
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha’s
(JMM) stronghold, Santhal
Pargana, since coming to
power in 2014. The party has
held a series of events in the
region and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi recently
inaugurated a Multi-Modal
Terminal in Sahibganj with
the objective to boost
employment and development
in the otherwise backward
area.

Politically, too, the BJP has
been laying emphasis on
winning the support of voters
in the tribal-dominated region.
The preparations for Shah’s
visit are in full swing, BJP said

on Saturday. Senior leaders of
the party, including Ranchi
MP Sanjay Seth and State
General Secretary Dharampal,
have met legislators and
workers in the region and
apprised them about the party’s
target in the upcoming
elections.

The BJP launched its ‘Ghar
Ghar Raghubar’ campaign on
September 9, under which
party workers and leaders are
going door to door and
spreading awareness about the
Government’s achievements,

said Prabhakar. The party has
set a target of winning at least
65 seats in the 81 member
Assembly in the upcoming
Assembly polls here. In 2014,
BJP became the first ever party
to form a majority Government
in Jharkhand since the State’s
formation in 2000.

Meanwhile, BJP’s Godda
MP Nishikant Dubey and
Ranchi MP Sanjay Seth were
appointed as members of the
31-member Information
Technology Committee of the
Lok Sabha, to be headed by

Congress MP Shashi Tharoor.
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The much awaited Executive
Committee elections of

Federation of Jharkhand
Chamber of Commerce and
Industries (FJCCI), which was
postponed due to technical
glitches on September 8 will
now take place on Sunday.   

The voting will commence
at 9 am and continue till 6 pm.
The results will be declared on
the same day. Former FJCCI
president and Supervisor of the
polling, Bishnu Budhia informed
that this time a few changes have
been made in the voting system.
“This time a printer will be
connected which will give
printout of vote. Two ballot
boxes will be kept along with the
computer system. The voter will
have to get print out of their vote
and put in the box,” he said. 

For the successful
completion of polling help is
being taken by as many as 45
students of Chartered
Accountancy and Company
Secretary, led by CA Pankaj
Makkar and CA Sandeep Jalan.
The entire process of polling and
counting will be done in the
presence of a magistrate
appointed by the district
administration.

The election was cancelled
on its scheduled date on
September 8 following technical
glitches in the polling system.
This was for the first time that
computerised voting system was
introduced in the FJCCI

elections.  When the technical
glitch could not be sorted,
Budhia held a meeting with
both the contesting teams and
decided to reschedule the
election to September 15.

The two teams contesting
elections were led by incumbent
Secretary General FJCCI Kunal
Azmani and noted businessmen
Kishore Mantri, respectively. 

This is the 57th Executive
Committee election of FJCCI
since its inception in 1960.
Budhia said that a total of 3414

members of the trader
community will elect the 21
member committee including a
president, two vice presidents, a
secretary general, honorary
secretary, two joint secretaries
and one treasurer. “Other than
this, 6 vice presidents will be
elected from their respective
regions from the State. Rest of the
elected members will be
executive committee members,”
he added.

Informing about the voting
process the election Supervisor

said that in attempt to conduct
fair election, the Chamber made
a new rule this time that the voter
will have to verify their identity
at first then he can get voting slip
to cast their vote. “For this two
online counters were installed. 

A total of 30 computerised
polling system were also installed
at the polling centre
to conduct fast polling as one

voter have to vote for 21 posts
and there is no option like
NOTA (non of the above),” he
added.
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National Metallurgical
Laborator y (NML),

Jamshedpur and Evergreen
Recycle Karo Private India
Limited, Mumbai, inked a
Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) to
boost cooperation in the
sector of e-waste recycling.
The agreement was signed
for the extraction of cobalt
metal/salt from the black
powder of li-cobalt batteries.
MoU transfer took place in
presence of the company's
CEO  Rajesh Gupta and
Rajeev Singhvi along with
Indranil Chattoraj, director,
NML.

On this occasion, CEO of
Evergreen Recyclekaro
Company, Rajesh Gupta,
expressed satisfaction with
the previous technology and
was also very much excited for
this part to extract cobalt
from waste mobile phone
batteries. 

He said soon they will
start the process on ton scale
in association of NML.

Dr. Manis Kumar Jha,
principal scientist of CSIR-
NML, Jamshedpur, said that
NML has expertise in
developing feasible
technologies to treat electronic
waste being generated in huge
quantity. He marked that
NML is ready with different
technologies and wished to
enhance and explore more
potential in the area of e-waste
recycling so as to enhance its
societal  uses in health,
agriculture,  industrial
application, training and
exchange of knowledge.

Director NML, Dr.
Indranil Chattoraj was very
happy to express his feeling as
NML has transferred 8
technologies in very short
period and said much more is
expected in recent times. The
transfer of MoU was
mentioned to be a great step
towards the "Swachhata
Abhiyan" and each team
member was very much proud
to be a part of this 'abhiyan'.

Both sides agreed to
further explore more

possibilities for collaboration
in areas of electronic waste
recycling.

Huge generation of
mobile phone batteries, its
rudimentar y disposal,
improper collection system
as well as lack of cost-effective
processing technology has
resulted in loss of valuables
encapsulated in it. 

No effective technologies
exist at present within the
country for safe recycling of
electronic waste in the
industry.

In this regard, CSIR-
National  Metal lurgical
Laboratory, Jamshedpur has
made sincere efforts towards
the ecological recovery of

cobalt and other valuable
metals from the black powder
and other constituents of LIBs.
But heterogeneous nature of
variety of batteries  (branded,
local and cheaper) received
from the municipal waste put
forward a great challenge
during the technology
development.

The active cathode
materials of LIBs contain
variable concentration of
cobalt ,  l ithium, copper,
manganese, etc. which make
the chemical processes for
metal recovery more complex.
But the hydrometallurgical
route adopted by the CSIR-
NML team is very selective
and exigent.
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In a bid to provide shelter to
the poor people in the State

Capital, Minister of Urban
Development and Housing
Department, Government of
Jharkhand, CP Singh on
Saturday inaugurated a shelter
home near Khadgada Bus
Stand in the State Capital.

The shelter home was
constructed under the National
Urban Livelihoods Mission
and Urban Development and
Housing Department was the
implementation agency. The
Shelter home can
accommodate a maximum 50
men and 50 women visitors at
a time. 

Ranchi’s Mayor Asha
Lakra and Deputy Mayor
Sanjeev Vijayvargiya also
attended the inauguration
ceremony. Providing details
about the shelter home,
Vijayvargia said that this
shelter home has been
constructed to provide shelter
to those who visit the bus stand
from remote areas. “It will
charge very nominal rate to the
visitors. It will also help those
poor people who are either
abandoned or homeless due to

various reasons,” he added.
“It will be completely

plastic free and smoking here
will be strictly prohibited. Our
effort is to ensure that the
visitors get a clean and
hygienic environment at the
home. The District
Administration has been
requested to anti-social
elements away from the
facility,” said Vijayvergia. 

The Deputy Mayor said
that a lot of people roam
around the bus stand during
the night and such kind of a
facility was a necessity in the
area. 

It will add another feather
in the cap of the State Capital
for providing shelter facilities
to the poor and needy, he
added.
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They say “Marriages are
made in heaven. But so is

thunder and lightning.” There
is something fascinating about
Indian weddings—the
traditions, celebrations,
extravagances, drama,
excitement, and jollity. But
with it also comes chaos,
conflicts and confusion. But all
is well as long you have the
right wedding planners. They
are the heroes who make the
magic happen and turn dreams
into reality. &TV is all set to
present a rib-tickling dramedy,
‘Naye Shaadi Ki Siyape’, with
completely new cast and fresh
storyline with our trio wedding
planners – Shahbaz Khan as
Mubarak Khan, Neha Bagga as
Babli and Vipul Roy as Bunty
–who know how to make every
impossible wedding, possible.
Produced by Jai Kedar Badari
Telefilms and the writer turned
producer couple Vishal
Watwani and Renu Watwani’s
banner Shourya Films, the
show is set to premiere from
28th September 2019, every
Saturday and Sunday at 8:00
pm only on &TV.
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In the annual conference of
Indian Society for the

Surgery of the hand at Puri on
September 14, Dr. Anant
Sinha, Chief Plastic Surgeon
of Devkamal Hospital and
research centre was awarded
the Robert Acland Travelling
fel lowship on his
extraordinar y work and
training at  Heidelberg,
Germany. 

He received a citation
and a grant of �1,00,000 to
continue his work and also to
improve the hand surgery
scenario at Ranchi. 

He has been supported by
ISSH, to coordinate with the
G o v e r n m e n t
and industries of Jharkhand
to work on saving the
working hand.
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Palamu Deputy
Commissioner cum

District Election Officer (DEO)
Shantanu Kumar Agarhari said
that in view of the upcoming
assembly election, summary
revision of electoral roll is
going on in the district.

Under the programme a
second special camp is to be
organised on September 15 at
all polling stations in the
district.  All BLOs will attend
their polling booths
compulsorily and take further
action by obtaining claim /
objection forms.

At a press conference on
Saturday, Agrahari informed

that forms-6, 7, 8 and 8 (a) have
been made available in sufficient
quantity at all polling stations.

The Deputy Commissioner
said that for the special camp
held on September 15 all the
Election Registration Officers
(EROs) and all the Assistant
Electoral Registration Officers
(AEROs) have been instructed
to visit the polling stations of
their respective areas and
monitor the progress of the
camp.

In addition, the District
Education Officer and the
District Education
Superintendent have been
directed to keep all such schools
in which the polling station is
located, open on Sunday.
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Minister KT Rama Rao on
Saturday said that irre-

spective of the Centre’s stance on
Information Technology and
Investment Region (ITIR),
Telangana is growing in IT invest-
ments. As part of ITIR, they pro-
posed IT clusters in the State.

He said, “Neither UPA nor
NDA gave even �1 for ITIR
project. With the new NDA
Government we asked 10times
by meeting personally, writing
letters and providing the infor-
mation. They clearly said that
they gave up ITIR, ‘our policy
is not ITIR and it is not part 
of NDA’”.

He said despite repeated

requests during the meetings
with then IT Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad and Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley and also
several letters sent by the state,
the Centre did not provide any
funds. KTR pointed out that
Prasad went to the extent of
saying that the government
has shelved ITIRs. 

He said, “Even if they
didn’t give anything, nothing
stopped. Because of ecosys-
tem centric  policies  of
Telangana government, IT
growth is 17percent unlike
national average of 8-9per-
cent”|.

Dismissing claims of
Congress over not doing
enough to get ITIR grounded

KTR said, “Bengaluru and
Hyderabad never got �1 for
ITIR. Did Congress
Government even put one
brick for ITIR in Bengaluru?”

Government is taking steps
to encourage establishment of
IT companies in the Eastern
and Southern regions of the
city. 

Addressing concerns raised
by some members that the IT
industry was currently clus-
tered in just the Western part
of the city putting increasing
pressure on infrastructure in
the area, the Minister said the
Government has already
approved Maheshwaram and
Raviryal areas for develop-
ment of electronic industry
clusters. 

He said, “Owaisi asked
for startup program. In Old-
city also we will try to get
startup program, if we get

any interest and land in the
area with help”.

Responding to the issue of
IT development in two tier
towns raised by KP
Vivekanand of the TRS and D
Sridhar Babu of Congress,
KTR said, 

“IT Tower in Karimangar
town was getting ready for
inauguration next month. And
the one in Khammam will be
ready by November or
December. The Government
also identified 50 acres for a
similar project in
Mahabubnaga. Because of the
Rural technology policy, BPOs
are operating in Janagaon,
Huzurabad, Kamareddy,
Jadcherla,” he said.
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The Chief Minister YS Jagan
Mohan Reddy has said that

there should be an effective
mechanism on market intelli-
gence for agriculture products
and asked the officials to take
immediate steps to keep the
prices of vegetables under
check.   

Speaking at a review meet-
ing on Agriculture Mission
here on Saturday, he said that
a new mechanism should be
evolved based on the inputs
from Agriculture Committees
and a long-term plan should be
drafted for stabilising the
prices. 

A Cell should be formed
with experts for purchase agri-
culture produce and marketing
and in the next meeting of the
Mission the discussion will be
on the agriculture yield, MSP
and the situation in the market. 

The officials brought to the
notice of the chief minister that
some pulses and tomatoes are
not getting proper prices due to
the availability of socks with
farmers, government and
import policy and in the com-
ing days the issue would be
addressed to. The chief minis-
ter has also enquired about the
growing prices of onions and
asked the officials to put a
check on it. 

During the previous gov-
ernment term, businessmen
and politicians in the garb of

farmers have duped the farm-
ers to a great extent. Village vol-
unteers should help out famers
in all possible ways and they
should get MSP.

From the rabi crop, farm-
ers should be helped in all
aspects, the chief minister told
the officials. Making best use of
Market Stabilisation Fund, and
opening of purchasing centres
should ensure that farmers get
proper price to their produce,
he said. 

The dues to farmers of the
previous government which

accumulated up to Rs 1,830
crores will be cleared by month
end. Rythu Bharosa and input
subsidies will come a long way
in helping farmers in the days

to come, he said. 
The cultivation of pulses

should be encouraged in dry
and arid lands, he said. (Spot)
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In the first major outreach to
foreign press, Rashtriya

Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS)
chief Mohan Bhagwat will
interact with members of for-
eign media later this month “to
clear misconceptions” about
the outfit and its ideology.
Invitation is being extended to
70 foreign media organisa-
tions from various countries
barring Pakistan. 

However, it will be an off-
camera briefing and will not be
for reporting, sources said.

RSS functionaries said the
aim of the 'briefing' was to dis-
cuss the RSS' views on various
topics, as well as to address
some “wrong narratives” about
the organisation that have
developed over the years.

“The main purpose of this
meeting is to clear misconcep-

tions about the Sangh and its
ideology,” they said, adding “it
will be an off-camera briefing
by Bhagwat and will not be for
reporting”.

According to the sources, it
is a first of its kind interaction
with the foreign press by the
RSS, the ideological parent of
the ruling BJP.

“The meeting will start
with Bhagwat ji making open-
ing remarks and it will be fol-
lowed by a question and answer
session with him,” said a func-
tionary involved in the event.

Sangh's prachar vibhag
(publicity department) is coor-
dinating the meeting which will
be held at the Ambedkar
International Centre here.

The planned meeting
comes exactly a year after
Bhagwat's three-day lecture
series in September last year, in
which the India media had par-
ticipated but the international
media was largely left out.

Bhagwat had met members
of the diplomatic community
last year as a part of the Sangh's
outreach activities. He also
hosted German Ambassador to
India Walter J. Lindner at the
RSS headquarters in Nagpur in
July this year.
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The Enforcement
Directorate on Saturday

said that it has raided multiple
locations linked to Income Tax
Commissioner, Neeraj Singh,
in connection with a money
laundering case associated to
an alleged disproportionate
assets case. Singh is under the
scanner of the Kolkata Police
and the ED for alleged links
with the prime accused of the
� 15,000-crore Rose Valley chit
fund scam Gautam Kundu.

Singh was last posted in
Chennai and has earlier
worked in the investigation
wing of the I-T department in
Kolkata. 

The federal probe agency
said it raided six locations,
two each in Kolkata, Mumbai
and Patna, after it booked
Singh under the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act

(PMLA).
The ED filed its criminal

case against the Indian
Revenue Service (IRS) officer
based on a Kolkata Police FIR
“for accumulation of huge
wealth in the name of his
associates by giving undue
favours by misusing his official
position”.

Searches conducted at sev-
eral locations resulted in
seizure of various property
documents, bank accounts and
investment documents, the ED
said. 

Officials said Singh is
under the scanner of the
Kolkata Police and the ED 
for alleged links with the prime
accused of the �15,000-crore
Rose Valley chit fund scam
Gautam Kundu. Kundu has
been arrested by the ED in the
Rose Valley case. The IRS 
officer has denied these charges
in the past. 
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Soon after Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman

announced a slew of measures
to revive the economy, the
Congress on Saturday dubbed
them as “cosmetic measures”
and said the Modi govern-
ment was “clueless” over the
economy which is in shambles.

The Congress' attack came
after Sitharaman announced an
over Rs 70,000-crore package
for exports and real estate sec-
tors, including setting up of a
stressed asset fund, as the gov-
ernment continued with fire-
fighting measures to pull the
economy out of a six-year low
growth rate.

“I can only say that the
finance minister is clueless as
to how to deal with the gravi-
ty of the crisis and the govern-
ment has no concrete plans to
revive the economy,” Congress
spokesperson Anand Sharma
said at a press conference.

After the earlier announce-
ments of stimulus package, the

situation deteriorated and the
latest steps are not going to
help, Sharma asserted.

“The finance minister of
India is lacking in macroeco-
nomic understanding. A com-
prehensive package for eco-
nomic revival was expected,” he
said. 

“The steps announced
today will not revive the Indian
economy, they are purely cos-
metic, piecemeal and also con-
vey the arrogance of the gov-
ernment and its indifference to
the seriousness of the situation,”
he said. 

Hitting out at the Finance
Minister for blaming the youth
and millennials for the eco-
nomic slowdown, Sharma said,
“The BJP ministers have been
making shocking statements
insulting the youth. The
Finance Minister said that the
millennials are responsible for
the economic slowdown and
has not apologised for her
statement so far.” 

He said the government is
also low on reserves. Citing the

figures of the government,
Sharma said that in the last
financial year, the govern-
ment was �1.7 lakh crore in
deficit. This year they have a
target of Rs 24 lakh crore, but
in last five months they have
only managed to get Rs 5.4
lakh crore.

India's growth rate has
slipped to 5 per cent in the June
quarter, government data
showed last month. Several
sectors from the auto manu-
facturing to even consumer
goods have raised concerns of
flagging sales.

Forecasting the move could
lead to banks providing up to
an extra Rs. 68,000 crore of
export credit, Ms Sitharaman
said that the government will
relax rules for lending to pri-
ority sectors

The finance minister also
detailed other steps, including
improved insurance cover to
banks that lend to exporters
and the digitalization of certain
services that she said would
further bolster exports.
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The Centre has asked States
to focus on tackling mal-

nutrition among slum-dwellers
and migrant population in
urban areas during a month-
long campaign under the gov-
ernment's flagship nutrition
scheme Poshan Abhiyaan,
which was launched in 2018 to
reduce low-birth weight, stunt-
ing and undernutrition, and
anaemia among children, ado-
lescent girls and women.

The Government said mal-
nutrition in urban areas is
mainly caused by increasing
population of the poor, food
safety risks and unhealthy food
environment, and asked the
states to expand the outreach of
health and nutrition 
services among 
slum-dwellers and migrant
population.

In a note to state and dis-
trict authorities, the Women
and Child Development
Ministry said that “activities
under Poshan Abhiyaan should
be promoted in urban areas
with an effort to expand the
outreach of health and nutri-
tion services among slum-
dwellers and migrant popula-
tion.”

It has also set the respon-
sibilities of the state, district and
block level officials 
which include special focus
on migrant population and
people living in slum areas.

It further said asked the

states to take steps like
strengthening convergence
between departments, devel-
oping urban health mission
and spreading the message
Swachh Bharat Mission among
others.

“Reach out to labour-cen-
tric industries or private
employers to establish contact
with migrant populace and
sensitise them on Poshan
Abhiyaan. Identify urban
unserved/uncovered pockets
and reach out to these pock-
ets with nutrition services via
special drives,” the ministry

told the states.
It has also asked states

and districts to promote urban primary health centres and

organising anaemia camps in
urban areas and slums.
“Organise door-to-door aware-
ness drives on Poshan
Abhiyaan in urban slums,” the
Ministry said.

The states and districts
have been asked to organise all
these initiatives during the
'Poshan Maah' or nutrition
month which is celebrated
every September under the
Poshan Abhiyaan.

According to the National
Family Health Survey-4
(NFHS-4), 38.4 per cent 
children under five years of age
are stunted (low height-for-age)
and 21 per cent wasted (low
weight-for-height.
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The Government of India
will launch a programme

commencing from Sepember
16, 2019, that will allow and offer
1,000 PhD fellowships to stu-
dents of Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) at the
Institute of Information
Techonology (IITs) in India.
External Affairs Minister
Subrahmanyam Jaishankar and
Human Resource Development
(HRD) Minister Ramesh
Pokhriyal will jointly inaugurate
the programme. 

Head of missions of
ASEAN countries, senior offi-
cials of ministries of External
Affairs and Human Resource
Development, Directors of all
23 IITs, Chairman of UGC and
Vice Chairman of NITI Aayog
would attend the event.

IIT Delhi has already been
accorded the status of Institution
of Eminence and the decision by
the government to start the
PhD programme for students of
ASEAN countries comes with
the motive to “encourage the

best talent from across the world
to join its PhD programme. 

Speaking about the
International PhD Fellowship
Programme (IPFP), Prof V.
Ramgopal Rao, Director, IIT
Delhi, said: “Having meritori-
ous PhD students coming to IIT
Delhi from all over the world

(as part of the programme ) and
will not only enhance the qual-
ity of research happening at IIT
Delhi but will also help India
develop its soft power across the
world. The cultural diversity
that will happen because of this
step will go a long way in gen-
erating new research ideas.”

The admission portal for
this programme is being exe-
cuted by IIT Delhi.The
Association of South-East
Asian Nations (ASEAN) com-
prises of Indonesia, Singapore,
Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei,
Thailand, Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Myanmar and Vietnam.
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The BJP on Saturday
appointed Lok Sabha mem-

ber Sanjay Jaiswal and MLA
Satish Punia as chiefs of its
units in Bihar and Rajasthan
respectively.

While the Rajasthan state
President post fell vacant on
account of the untimely death
of incumbent its previous head,
Bihar slot needed to be filled  as
the BJP unit head of the state
was moved to the union cabi-
net.

Jaiswal,  an OBC , replaces
Nityanand Rai Yadav, also an
OBC and now a minister of state
in the Modi-government, as the
head of the BJP's Bihar unit.
Jaiswal, 53, is an MP from
Paschim Champaran in the state.

Similar caste consideration
has been applied in Rajasthan
where  Punia, again an OBC has
been appointed chief of
Rajasthan BJP, weeks after the
death of state party chief Madan
Lal Saini of the same caste.
Punia was picked up by Party
President Amt Shah last year
along with  other BJP leaders
including MPs Arjun Meghwal

and Gajendra Singh Sekhawat
to assess ground situation in
Rajasathan before the ticket
distribution for the assembly
election in the state. 

Hailing from Churu's
Rajgarh, Punia, 55, is the MLA
from Amber constituency of
Jaipur district. 

Besides these two key
appointments, BJP President

Amit Shah also appointed Ajay
kumar , an RSS 'pracharak' as
General Secretary of the Party
in Uttarakhand. Kumar has
also  worked as organising
secretary in West Uttar
Pradesh. The post fell vacant
after the resignation  of the
Sanjay kumar who was facing
'#Mee-too “ charge by a
woman.
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New Delhi: Hailing the
Government's �70,000 crore
package for stressed exporters
and real estate, India Inc on
Saturday said the measures are
decisive as well as comprehen-
sive, and will provide a boost to
the economy in near-term.

It also said that the
announcements are in line
with the industry expectations.

Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman announced about
�70,000 crore package for
exports and real estate sectors
on Saturday.

The package includes
stressed asset fund of �20,000
crore for housing projects, a

new scheme for reimburse-
ment of taxes paid on exports
worth �50,000 crore and �1,700
crore dole for offering higher
insurance cover to exporters.

"The Finance Minister's
announcements are compre-
hensive and would give a boost
to the economy in the near term.
She has addressed issues in the
two critical sectors that are fac-
ing distress — exports and
housing — and the announce-
ment are in line with industry
recommendations," said CII
Director General Chandrajit
Banerjee in a statement.

In housing, relaxation of
ECB guidelines and a fund for

last mile funding for comple-
tion of housing projects are in
line with industry demands, the
statement noted.

"Urgent measures were
needed to support exports,
which have been declining in
the current year. The new
scheme to compensate
exporters for all duties is going
to help considerably.
Additional measures such as
provision of higher insurance
cover, monitoring of export
finance and turnaround times
at ports and airports will go a
long way in improving com-
petitiveness of Indian
exporters," Banerjee said. PTI
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New Delhi: Just a couple of
days after Flipkart announced
the dates of its "The Big Billion
Days" sale, the Confederation
of All India Traders (CAIT) has
written to the government
seeking a "blanket ban" on fes-
tive season sales conducted by
the e-commerce giant as well as
its rival Amazon and other
such platforms.

While Flipkart announced

that its annual six-day sale
ahead of Diwali and Dussehra
would take place starting
September 29, Amazon is yet to
announce the dates for its
annual bumper sale.

During these periods, the
e-commerce platforms offer
heavy discounts to lure cus-
tomers as Indians tend to make
major purchases during the fes-
tive season.

"By offering deep discounts
ranging from 10 per cent to 80
per cent on their e-commerce
portals, these companies are
clearly influencing the prices
and create an uneven level
playing field which is in direct
contravention of the policy," the
Confederation of All India
Traders (CAIT) said in a letter
to Commerce and Industry
Minister Piyush Goyal. IANS
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Coimbatore: Tirupur
Exporters Association on
Saturday thanked Finance
Minister Nirmala
Seetharaman for announcing
new measures to boost exports
and for considering the con-
tinuance of MEIS
(Merchandise Export from
India Scheme) at four per
cent till December end.

TEA President Raja M
Shanmugham in a release also
thanked her for annoucing
revised priority sector lending
norms for exporters, which
will release an additional fund-
ing of �36,000 crore to �68,000
crore to them.

He welcomed the
announcement that leverage of
technology would be used to
reduce Time to Export or
Turnaround Time, which
would give a cushion to export
units and help meet delivery
schedules and also reduce
logistics costs.

The measures would give
confidence to the struggling
Tirupur knitwear export sec-
tor, he said and hoped that the
pending amount would be
reimbursed expediently. PTI
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Bengaluru: In order to check
malpractices in GST, the GST
Network on Saturday decided
to make Aadhaar authentica-
tion or physical verification
mandatory for new dealers
from January 2020.

"Aadhaar authentication
of new dealers will be manda-
tory. Earlier it was optional.
But we have noticed in two
years that there's good number
of fly-by-night operators. They

make fake invoices," Bihar
deputy Chief Minister Sushil
Kumar Modi, who heads the
Group of Ministers of GST
Network told reporters after a
meeting here.

Those who don't want
Aadhaar authentication, phys-
ical verification will be carried
out, which will be completed in
three days, he added.

As refunding is a big issue,
the GSTN decided on com-

plete online refunding from
September 24 this year from a
single source, either by the
Central GST or State GST,
Modi said.

The GSTN also decided
the much simplified new
return system may be launched
on January 1, 2020, the Bihar
Deputy Chief Minister said.

The GST Council meeting
is scheduled in Goa on
September 20, he added. PTI

Diskit (Ladakh): The country's largest
lender State Bank of India (SBI) has
expressed desire to become the lead-
bank for the newly carved-out Union
Territory of Ladakh.

SBI Chairman Rajnish Kumar
Saturday inaugurated a new branch in
this remote town of Diskit in the Nubra
Valley, making it the 14th facility of the
bank in the Ladakh region and 22,024th
branch for the bank.

Every state or region has a lead-
bank, which takes the mantle of ensur-
ing adequate banking services as the
convenor of the state-level banking
committee.

At present, J&K Bank is the lead-
bank for Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh.

On August 5, the government had

announced that the entire region will
cease to be a single state but would
become two Union territories of J&K
and Ladakh, wherein J&K will have a
state Assembly under lieutenant gover-
nor, while Ladakh will have no legisla-
ture.

The announcement was part of the
government decision to abrogate Articles
370 and 35A of the Constitution which
gave special status to J&K.

Speaking to reporters here Saturday,
the chairman said if other banks have a
problem to be the SLBC convenor, SBI
is willing to take up that mantle.

He said the branch in Diskit was
planned over three months ago, much
before the Centre decided to bifurcate
the state into two UTs. PTI
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Kolkata: The amalgamated entity of United Bank
of India (UBI), Punjab National Bank (PNB) and
Oriental Bank of Commerce (OBC) will come
into effect from April 1 next year, a top official
said on Saturday.

The merged unit, likely to have a new name,
will be the second largest bank in the country
after State Bank of India (SBI) with a total busi-
ness volume of �18 lakh crore.

"The amalgamation process will take some
time and the new entity will start functioning
from April 1, 2020," MD and CEO of UBI, Ashok
Kumar Pradhan, said.

The three banks held a customer meet here,
which was attended by Chander Khurana, GM
of Punjab National Bank and Binay Kumar Gupta,
GM of Oriental Bank of Commerce. The lenders
said that there will no retrenchment of staff in
the merged entity, and also ruled out the possi-
bility of bringing in Voluntary Retirement
Scheme (VRS). Pradhan later told reporters that
the combined staff strength post the amalgama-
tion will be 1 lakh with 11,400 branches. PTI
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Drones attacked the world’s
largest oil processing facil-

ity in Saudi Arabia and a major
oilfield operated by Saudi
Aramco early on Saturday, the
kingdom’s Interior Ministry
said, sparking a huge fire at a
processor crucial to global
energy supplies.

No one immediately
claimed responsibility for the
attacks in Buqyaq and the
Khurais oil field, though
Yemen’s Houthi rebels previ-
ously launched drone assaults
deep inside of the kingdom.

Yemen’s Iran-aligned Huthi
rebels on Saturday claimed
drone attacks on two Saudi oil
facilities, according to the
group’s Al-Masirah television.

The rebels launched “a
large-scale operation involving
10 drones that targeted refiner-
ies in Abqaiq and Khurais in
eastern Saudi Arabia”, Al-
Masirah said.

It wasn’t clear if there were
any injuries in the attacks, nor

what effect it would have on oil
production in the kingdom.
The attack also likely will
heighten tensions further
across the wider Persian Gulf
amid a confrontation between
the US and Iran over its unrav-
eling nuclear deal with world
powers.

Online videos apparently
shot in Buqyaq included the
sound of gunfire in the back-
ground. Smoke rose over the
skyline and glowing flames
could be seen a distance away
at the Abqaiq oil processing
facility. The Saudi-owned satel-
lite news channel Al-Arabiya
later aired a segment with a
correspondent there as smoke
from the blazes clearly rose
behind.

The fires began after the
sites were “targeted by drones,”
the Interior Ministry said in a
statement carried by the state-
run Saudi Press Agency. It said
an investigation into the attack
was underway.

Saudi Aramco, the state-
owned oil giant, did not imme-

diately respond to questions
from The Associated Press. The
kingdom hopes soon to offer a
sliver of the company in an ini-
tial public offering.

Saudi Aramco describes
its Abqaiq oil processing facil-
ity in Buqyaq as “the largest
crude oil stabilization plant in
the world.” The facility process-
es sour crude oil into sweet
crude, then later transports
onto transshipment points on
the Persian Gulf and the Red
Sea. Estimates suggest it can
process up to 7 million barrels

of crude oil a day.
The plant has been target-

ed in the past by militants. Al-
Qaida-claimed suicide
bombers tried but failed to
attack the oil complex in
February 2006.

The Khurais oil field is
believed to produce over 1
million barrels of crude oil a
day. It has estimated reserves of
over 20 billion barrels of oil,
according to Aramco.

There was no immediate
impact on global oil prices as
markets were closed for the
weekend across the world.
Benchmark Brent crude had
been trading at just above $60
a barrel.

Buqyaq is some 330 kilo-
meters northeast of the Saudi
capital, Riyadh.

While no group immedi-
ately claimed the attacks, sus-
picion immediately fell on
Yemen’s Houthi rebels.

A Saudi-led coalition has
been battling the rebels since
March 2015. The Iranian-
backed Houthis hold Yemen’s

capital, Sanaa, and other terri-
tory in the Arab world’s poor-
est country.

The war has become the
world’s worst humanitarian
crisis. The violence has pushed
Yemen to the brink of famine
and killed more than 90,000
people since 2015, according to
the U.S.-based Armed Conflict
Location & Event Data Project,
or ACLED, which tracks the
conflict.

Since the start of the Saudi-
led war, Houthi rebels have
been using drones in combat.
The first appeared to be off-
the-shelf, hobby-kit-style
drones. Later, versions nearly
identical to Iranian models
turned up. Iran denies supply-
ing the Houthis with weapons,
although the U.N., the West
and Gulf Arab nations say
Tehran does.

The rebels have flown
drones into the radar arrays of
Saudi Arabia’s Patriot missile
batteries, according to Conflict
Armament Research, disabling
them and allowing the Houthis

to fire ballistic missiles into the
kingdom unchallenged. The
Houthis launched drone attacks
targeting Saudi Arabia’s crucial
East-West Pipeline in May as
tensions heightened between
Iran and the U.S. In August,
Houthi drones struck Saudi
Arabia’s Shaybah oil field,
which produces some 1 million
barrels of crude oil a day near
its border with the United
Arab Emirates.

UN investigators said the
Houthis’ new UAV-X drone,
found in recent months during
the Saudi-led coalition’s war in
Yemen, likely has a range of up
to 1,500 kilometers (930 miles).

That puts the far reaches of
both Saudi Arabia and the
UAE in range. The Houthi’s Al-
Masirah satellite news channel
did not immediately acknowl-
edge the attack Saturday,
though it said the spokesman
of the Houthi’s armed forces
would soon give a speech on “a
major operation,” without elab-
orating.
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US President Donald Trump
on Saturday confirmed

that Hamza bin Laden, the son
of slain al-Qaeda chief Osama
bin Laden, was killed in an
American counter-terrorism
operation along the
Afghanistan-Pakistan border.

The confirmation of
Hamza’s death has come more
than a month after the US
media reported that he was
killed, citing the US intelligence
officials.

“Hamza bin Laden, the
high-ranking al-Qaeda mem-
ber and son of Osama bin
Laden, was killed in a United
States counter-terrorism oper-
ation in the Afghanistan-
Pakistan region,” Trump said in
a statement.

However, the US President
did not specify the exact place
where he was killed and under
what circumstances.

“The loss of Hamza bin
Laden not only deprives al-
Qaeda of important leader-

ship skills and the symbolic
connection to his father, but
undermines important opera-
tional activities of the group,”
Trump said.

“Hamza bin Laden was
responsible for planning and
dealing with various terrorist
groups,” he added.

Hamza’s last known public
statement was released by al-
Qaeda’s media arm in 2018. In
that message he had threatened
Saudi Arabia and called on the
people of the Arabian penin-
sula to revolt. Saudi Arabia
stripped him of his citizenship
in March this year.

Reports about the death of

Hamza, who according to The
New York Times was not older
than 30 years, first surface in
late July and early August.

Trump had then refused to
confirm those reports.

“I can’t comment about
that. But he was very threat-
ening to our country. He was
saying very bad things about
our country,” Trump said at the
White House on August 1
when asked if the US had any
role in Hamza’s death.

Hamza’s father Osama was
killed in a raid by the US Navy
SEAL in Pakistan’s garrison
city of Abbottabad in 2011.

Earlier this year, the US
State Department called
Hamza an “emerging” leader in
al-Qaeda, offering a million-
dollar reward for information
leading to his capture.

The State Department said
the items seized from the elder
bin Laden’s hiding place in
Abbottabad during the raid had
indicated that he was groom-
ing Hamza to replace him as al-
Qaeda’s leader.
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Former British Prime
Minister David Cameron,

who called a referendum over
three years ago and then had to
exit Downing Street in the
aftermath of the June 2016 ver-
dict in favour of Britain’s exit
from the European Union
(EU), on Saturday said he was
“truly sorry” for all the uncer-
tainty and division that Brexit
had caused.

In an interview ahead of
the publication of his memoir
“For the Record” next week,
Cameron told The Times
newspaper that the victory of
the Leave camp in the referen-
dum had left him “hugely
depressed”.

“From the timing of the
vote to the expectations I
allowed to build about the
renegotiation, there are many
things I would do differently. I
did not fully anticipate the
strength of feeling that would

be unleashed both during the
referendum and afterwards,
and I am truly sorry to have
seen the country I love so
much suffer uncertainty and
division in the years since
then,” said Cameron, whose
memoirs are being serialised by
the newspaper.

“But on the central ques-
tion of whether it was right to
renegotiate Britain’s relation-
ship with the EU and give peo-
ple the chance to have their say
on it, my view remains that this
was the right approach to take,”

he noted.
Cameron also reveals that

he continues to have robust
exchanges over the issue with
people on the streets.

Asked if Brexit has given
him sleepless nights, he replies:
“I worry about it a lot. Every
single day I think about… the
things that could have been
done differently, and I worry
about what is going to happen
next.”

The former Conservative
Party leader criticised the cur-
rent incumbent in Downing
Street, Boris Johnson, over his
Brexit strategy and for sacking
veteran Tory MPs for not vot-
ing with him over the issue in
Parliament.

“Taking the whip from
hard-working Conservative
MPs and sharp practices using
prorogation of Parliament have
rebounded. I didn’t support
either of those things. Neither
do I think a no-deal Brexit is a
good idea,” he said.
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Fights erupted in Hong Kong
on Saturday with political

rivals trading blows in a mall
and Beijing supporters using
Chinese flags to assault oppo-
nents on a street, deepening the
city’s polarisation after months
of pro-democracy protests.

The once-stable interna-

tional hub has been convulsed
by weeks of huge, sometimes
violent rallies calling for greater
democratic freedoms and
police accountability.

The movement is the
biggest challenge to China’s rule
since the city was handed back
by Britain in 1997 and shows no
sign of ending, with city leaders
and Beijing taking a hard line.
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Zimbabwe gave former
leader Robert Mugabe a

state funeral on Saturday with
African leaders paying tribute
to a man they lauded as a lib-
eration hero but whose 37-year
rule was defined by repression
and economic turmoil.

Mugabe, who died in
Singapore last week aged 95,
left Zimbabwe deeply divided
over his legacy with his coun-
try still struggling with high
inflation and shortages of
goods after decades of crisis.

He died on an overseas
medical trip almost two years
after former army loyalists
forced him out in 2017, fol-
lowing a power struggle over
what was widely perceived as a
bid to position his wife Grace
as his successor.

Former and current
African leaders, including
South Africa’s Cyril Ramaphosa
and Kenya’s Uhuru Kenyatta,
arrived to crowds chanting
and drumming liberation songs
at the less than half-filled
60,000-seat national stadium in
Harare.
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Two Iranian companies
signed a $440 million

agreement on Saturday to
develop a gas field in the sen-
sitive Gulf, with the oil ministry
saying it showed arch-foe the
United States could not stop the
country with sanctions.

Oil Minister Bijan Namdar
Zanganeh said the deal reached
between two government-
owned firms, Pars Oil and Gas
Company and PetroPars, to
develop the Balal field would be
the first of many.

Tensions have soared in the
Gulf since last year when the US
began reimposing sanctions on
Iran after unilaterally withdraw-
ing from a 2015 deal that put
curbs on its nuclear programme.

“Signing this contract is ...
The beginning of a process,”
Zanganeh said, quoted by the
oil ministry’s Shana website.
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Agang of thieves on Saturday
stole an 18-carat gold toi-

let from an art exhibition at
Britain’s Blenheim Palace,
police said -- causing flooding
to the World Heritage Site.

The fully-functioning piece
by Italian artist Maurizio
Cattelan, dubbed “America”,
was once displayed at New
York’s Guggenheim museum
and offered on loan to US
President Donald Trump.

A 66-year-old man has
been arrested over the theft at
the 18th-century stately home
in Oxfordshire,  where an exhi-
bition of Cattelan works
opened on Thursday.

“The offenders broke into
the palace overnight and left
the scene at about 4.50am
(0350 GMT). No-one was
injured during the burglary,”
local police said.

Detective Inspector Jess

Milne said: “The piece of art
that has been stolen is a high-
value toilet made out of gold
that was on display at the
palace.

“Due to the toilet being
plumbed into the building,

this has caused significant
damage and flooding.

“We believe a group of
offenders used at least two
vehicles during the offence.

“The artwork has not been
recovered at this time but we
are conducting a thorough
investigation to find it and
bring those responsible to jus-
tice.” Blenheim Palace, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site,
was closed to the public on
Saturday morning due to “an
incident”, but it did not give fur-
ther details.

The palace is home to the
12th duke of Marlborough and
his family, and was also the
birthplace of British wartime
leader Winston Churchill. 
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Speaking at the White House
after John Bolton’s surprise

exit as national security advis-
er, Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo couldn’t hide a smile
of satisfaction.

With the departure of
Bolton, Pompeo has become
the undisputed king of
President Donald Trump’s for-
eign policy — with the excep-
tion, that is, of Trump himself.

The former soldier, lawyer
and businessman has made a
quick ascent in Washington
since arriving as a Kansas con-
gressman elected in the 2010
right-wing populist “Tea Party”
movement. But many speculate
that Pompeo will choose not to
stay long in his newly power-
ful position, enticed by an
opening to represent Kansas in
the Senate next year — perhaps
with an eye on running for the
top prize in the 2024 presi-
dential election.
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Anegotiating team from the
Taliban arrived on Friday

in Russia, a representative told
The Associated Press, just days
after US President Donald
Trump declared dead a deal
with the insurgent group in
Afghanistan. Russian state
news agency Tass cited the
Taliban’s Qatar-based
spokesman Suhail Shaheen as
saying the delegation had held
consultations with Zamir
Kabulov, President Vladimir
Putin’s envoy for Afghanistan.

The visit was confirmed to
the AP by a Taliban official who
spoke on condition of
anonymity because he was not
authorized to talk to reporters.

The Interfax news agency
cited an unidentified Russian
Foreign Ministry spokesman as
saying the meeting Russia
underlined the necessity of
renewing talks between the
US and the Taliban.
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Spanish Prime Minister
Pedro Sanchez on Saturday

visited the country’s flood-
stricken southeastern regions as
the death toll rose to six and
train and air services were dis-
rupted for a third day.

Since Wednesday, areas

here suffered some of the heav-
iest daily rainfall on record,
causing chaos on the roads,
cutting public transport and
prompting rivers to burst their
banks.

Flash floods swept away
cars and swamped homes in
the regions of Valencia, Murcia
and eastern Andalusia.
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Virat Kohli will be ventur-
ing into the unknown
with a clean slate, where

a few seasoned hands will be
backing a group of immense-
ly talented youngsters, in his
quest for World T20 title which
begins with a three-match
bilateral series against South
Africa here on Sunday.

The 3-0 series win against
the West Indies could be called
a pre-cursor as it was just after
enduring a disappointing end
to their ODI World Cup cam-
paign.

The real battle begins now
with this series against Quinton
de Kocks and Kagiso Rabada’s
who are also in the midst of a
tough transition phase.

A good spell from Rabada
or a cameo from David Miller
could pose challenge for the
Indians, while some of the
others like Test specialist
Temba Bavuma or Anrich
Nortje will like to prove their
credentials in absence of Faf du
Plessis or Hashim Amla.

There will be around 20
odd matches for captain Kohli
and head coach Ravi Shastri to
build a near perfect combina-
tion going into the World T20
in Australia in October next
year.

There are many questions
that the team management
will have to answer in the next
13 months during which IPL
will also be held.

Save Kohli, his deputy
Rohit Sharma, all-rounder
Hardik Pandya and premier
pacer Jasprit Bumrah (rested
for this series), at least seven
slots in playing XI and four
more in the 15-member squad
are up for grabs, with some
bold steps on cards.

Retirement is Mahendra
Singh Dhoni's individual call
but does the team management
intend to look ahead like the

selection committee does?
It is yet to be known and

Rishabh Pant's indiscretions
doesn't make it easier for Kohli
and Shastri.

Manish Pandey has been in
and around for years now and
despite the kind of quality he
possesses, the Karnataka bats-
man has not inspired highest
confidence in the chances he
got.

So will it be Pandey at No
4 or Delhi Capitals captain
Shreyas Iyer, who was in fine
form during the Windies one
dayers?

The other fascinating
aspect will be the future of spin
twins Yuzvendra Chahal and
Kuldeep Yadav, at least in the
shortest version.

Rajasthan leg-spinner
Rahul Chahar is a young talent
and is being billed as one for
the future.

And with all-rounder
Krunal Pandya also shaping up
well and Ravindra Jadeja's
experience set to come in
handy, where does it leave the
much in demand wrist spin

duo, who had replaced
Ravichandran Ashwin and
Jadeja (for the better part)
post 2017 Champions Trophy.

Not to forget, India have
a back up finger spinner in
young Washington Sundar,
who in his U-19 days was a
hard-hitting top-order bats-
man. So next question is
where does it leave Kuldeep
and Chahal in T20 scheme of
things?

Last but not the least is the
pace department where
Bumrah is the only certainty.

Deepak Chahar, who
many in Indian cricket term
as 'Poor Man's Praveen
Kumar' for the movement he
generates during first spell, is
an inspired investment for
shortest version.

And then there is
Navdeep Saini with raw pace
and Khaleel Ahmed bringing
in the left-arm variety but
known to leak runs. Will they
be persisted with in the long
run?

In next 13 months, Kohli
will seek all the answers.
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Rohit Sharma needs to "maintain his
individuality” as a Test opener and his

success in the longest format can help
India successfully chase down big targets,
said former assistant coach Sanjay Bangar.

A revered opening batsman in
limited over cricket, Rohit was
included in the 15-member
squad for the three-Test series
against South Africa at home
beginning on October 2.

“If he succeeds, his style
of play will be extremely
helpful to the team. It might
result in being able to suc-
cessfully chase down tar-
gets that we haven’t
achieved in the past, like
in Cape Town and
Edgbaston,” Bangar told
ESPNCricinfo in an
interview. 

The 32-year-old
was seen as a middle-
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Steve Smith refused to blame
his inconsistent teammates

for their batting failures dur-
ing the Ashes after he again
shouldered the run-scoring
burden for Australia.

The former skipper scored
80 at the Oval - his lowest total
of a sensational series - as the
tourists were bowled out for
225, 69 runs short of England's
first-innings total of 294 on
the second day of the fifth and
final Test.

When he was asked for
reasons for Australia’s batting
failures he said conditions
had not been kind throughout
the series but that players
would learn from performing
in unfamiliar conditions.

“We haven’t seen any huge
totals really throughout the
whole series so it’s not been
easy,’ he said.

"There's  always been
something there, I felt. If you
bowl in good areas for long
enough then I think we’ve
seen you'll get rewards."

‘Playing in England is
completely different from
playing back home and you’ve
got to find ways to play away
from home,” he added.

“Sometimes you need to
change certain little things
that can help you play in cer-
tain conditions and adapt
accordingly but I think it will
be a good learning curve for
all of our batters."
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South Africa will like to put
pressure on India’s inexperi-

enced pace trio of Navdeep
Saini, Khaleel Ahmed and
Deepak Chahar during the
three-match T20 International
series, visiting side's assistant
batting coach Lance Klusener
said here on Saturday.

Former South African all-
rounder sensed it as an oppor-
tunity for the Proteas as their
new look team tries to settle
into a groove.

"Looking at the Indian
team, that (inexperienced bowl-
ing attack) is an area we are
going to take advantage of just
like I suppose, you look at
opposing teams and at areas,
which you can take advantage
of," Klusener said during a
media interaction on the eve of
the first T20 International.

However he made it clear
that by no means he underes-
timates the Indian attack.

“They are great cricketers
and we are not taking anything
away from that and our focus
will be on ourselves and little

areas that we can take advan-
tage and maybe that's one of
them,” he said.

Klusener was asked about
what he expects from a player
like Temba Bavuma, whose
game is not naturally suited to
the demands of T20 cricket.

“He recently got a hundred
in the CSA (domestic ) T20
final. It's easy to pigeonhole him
and say okay he plays Test
cricket. But Temba is wonder-

ful all-round cricketer. Yes he
needs to learn a couple of all-
round options and that's really
about it,” Klusener defended the
pint-sized batsman’s selection.

However, he agreed that
Bavuma's game will be more
about rotating the strike and
give opportunities to big hit-
ters like David Miller, Dwayne
Pretorius or Andile
Phehlukwayo.

“He is not the biggest guy,
who can muscle the ball over
the fence, but there are differ-
ent ways of doing it. I am
uncomfortable saying he is a
red-ball cricketer. He has
played two ODIs with a hun-
dred and a fifty, so he is a good
cricketer,” the 48-year-old said.

“He will certainly get his
opportunity on this tour and
I think he is ready to make
transition into being some-
body in that engine room, who
can be good at rotating strike
and have good plans so that
other hitters like David,
Dwayne and Andile, some of
the biggest hitters on the plan-
et, can bat around him," he
further added.
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Ben Stokes and Joe Denly bat-
ted England into a potential-

ly match-winning position in the
fifth and final Ashes Test at the
Oval on Saturday as Australia’s
hopes of a series win faded.

At tea the home side — des-
perate to finish their World Cup-
winning season on a high by lev-
elling the series at 2-2—were 193-
2, leading by 262 runs.

England captain Joe Root will
be wary of declaring too soon
though as India last year made 345
batting fourth at the Oval chasing
464.

Denly was unbeaten on a
Test-best score of 82 while Stokes,
playing as a specialist batsman, was
57 not out after passing 400 runs
for the series.

England enjoyed two slices of
good fortune on a pitch offering
little in the way of help for the
bowlers as the September sun beat
down from a clear London sky.
Steve Smith dropped Stokes in the
slips when the batsman was on
seven and Denly should have
been out lbw on 54 but Australia
failed to review.

Stokes started his innings
slowly but accelerated, reaching his
fifty off 89 balls with a huge six off
leg-spinner Marcus Labuschagne
over wide long-on.

The left-handed batsman is
second only to Smith in the com-
bined run-scoring charts over the
series, albeit more than 300 runs
adrift of the Australian's total of
751.

Off-spinner Nathan Lyon
struck twice in the morning ses-
sion, removing Rory Burns and
Root but Australia failed to make
a much-needed breakthrough
after lunch.

Burns and Denly put on 54 for
the first wicket — the highest
opening stand of the series for
either side -- after surviving a tor-
rid four over on Friday evening
during which they scratched nine
without loss and had Denly
dropped by Marcus Harris.

The Australian opener split
the webbing in his left hand in the
drop and did not take the field on
Saturday. He required stitches but
is expected to bat.

Off-spinner Lyon struck in his
third over when Burns bottom-
edged a short ball outside off-
stump, with wicketkeeper Tim
Paine taking the catch.

Root also fell in tame fashion,
edging Lyon to Smith at slip for 21
to leave England 87-2 in the 28th
over. Jofra Archer put England in
pole position on Friday, taking six
wickets to bowl Australia out for
225, giving the home side a use-
ful first-innings lead of 69.
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order batsman in Tests but with
Hanuma Vihari sealing the number
6 spot with some superlative perfor-
mance in the Caribbeans, doors
have opened up for Rohit to seal the
opening slot in Test.

Bangar said: “The key to his suc-
cess will be if he maintains his

individual style of play. He has
to maintain his individuali-

ty.
“At the moment, there

is no place in the settled
middle order in the Test
team. Opening will be a

new challenge for him,
since he has rarely done it
in the longer formats.

“But the advantage is
that he will get to bat
against a hard ball with
plenty of gaps in the
field. He will also not
have to wait for his turn
to bat, which will save
his mental energy.”
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What is waste? It is a
poignant question that
is often answered the
same way in waste edu-
cation workshops con-

ducted by the Bangalore-based social
business, Bare Necessities (that promotes
adoption of zero waste practices, circular

economy method-
ology and sustain-
ability to con-
sumers and busi-
nesses throughout
India and further
abroad through
designing zero

waste products,
running educa-

tional workshops and providing sustain-
ability consulting) as ‘waste is plastic’,
‘chip packets’, ‘chocolate wrappers’, ‘food
scraps’, ‘drink bottles’, ‘juice boxes’... 

These are all correct answers and
there are many more of those fantastic
responses that are received from school
children as young as five or six years to
well educated adults with tertiary degrees
and many other people between. The
feedback is exceptionally specific, which
has its benefits, yet, for our discussion
here, let’s look at it on a broader note —
Waste, as we would all agree, is humani-
ty’s excess. 

Humanity is overproducing and over
consuming (or not consuming at all if we
take a look at landfills), research shows
that the “average person buys 60% more
items of clothing than they did 15 years
ago”, and, “an estimated one-third of all
food produced — equivalent to 1.3 bil-
lion tonnes worth around $1 trillion —
ends up rotting in the bins of consumers
and retailers, or spoiling due to poor
transportation and harvesting practices”.
These are two of several examples that
could be used to illustrate this point.
However, instead of finding more cases,
let’s think about why these situations
occur? It has been noted that within the
textile industry, within India, the one
major reason why there is so much waste
is because of a lack of awareness and
education about how fashion can fit
within a circular economy. Textile indus-
try is the third largest producer of waste
in most Indian states behind plastic and
paper. 

Notably too, research has shown that
the current food system “exerts a consid-
erable impact on the environment. It dri-
ves deforestation and biodiversity loss,
contributes to greenhouse gas emissions
and accounts for 70% of water with-
drawals”. This is a problem that affects
every individual on the planet no matter
where one is standing, but has the poten-
tial to disproportionately affect locations
with larger societal inequalities —
“almost 2 billion people go hungry or

undernourished” across the globe. Thus,
part of the reason why this is occurring
is because of a lack of awareness. But,
that is only a part of the problem.

For, if we were to look at similar
types of excess in other areas of life, such
as energy use (large cars, technologies
such as smartphones) or in the areas of
lifestyle and personal care products, we
are forced to rethink if it is only about
awareness. At an individual level, the
focus should be to divert waste from
landfill by using innovative design that
fits within a circular economy.

A growing number of Sustainability
businesses, such as Bare Necessities, aim
to raise the level of awareness about the
amount of excess that humanity is pro-
ducing through their talks and work-
shops while providing alternatives and
brainstorming ideas with consumers in
order to assess whether there is a need
for a product and then designing it for a
market that desires innovation that
reduces excess. These businesses target a

specific and growing market of conscious
consumers.

Within the Indian market, the
growth in conscious consumers has been
led by leaders both individually and in
business. Sharing of facts and figures is
one important way to raise awareness.
For instance, not many are aware that
there is “estimated as many as 8.3 billion
plastic straws (that) pollute the world’s
beaches”. Or, that for dental care items
such as toothbrushes and toothpaste
tubes, “the package is not noticed during
purchase, transport, and use of the prod-
uct. In fact, it is not noticed until the
minute the product is consumed and the
package has fulfilled its function and
turns into waste”. Similarly for soap,
“though one wrapper of soap or one bot-
tle of shampoo might not seem to matter,
it can definitely make a difference when
multiplied by over a billion people, who
live in India and who comprise one-sev-
enth of the world’s population”.
Individuals, businesses and groups, by

becoming more aware and implementing
action plans (through design, reduction
in use of products and other areas) are
steadily able to do more to limit waste
and humanity’s excess. 

This brings us to our next question
— why is it such a struggle to change?
There are a growing amount of facts
about these areas of excess that illustrate
the detrimental effects of a linear life
cycle — the take, make, dispose system
that sees many of our products resources
being extracted from a limited resource
(the planet) before being used and then
disposed back into the environment. 

Research demonstrates that using a
circular economy methodology, which
promotes the use of products that do not
end up in landfill — instead the products
can be reused in a variety of ways with-
out harming the environment — is the
only sustainable option. The circular
economy is hugely beneficial in ensuring
that humanity no longer produces and
consumes products with a take-make-
dispose methodology, and thereby helps
to sustain both us and the environment
we live in. 

When you think about it on a day to
day basis, there are numerous systems
around you that call for your attention —
where you buy your food is one example
and how often you wear your clothes is
another. All systems have set processes
that are, more or less, controlled by
majority stakeholders, who have the
greatest say of how a system functions, in
terms of production and consumption.
This is not, however, doom and gloom,
the thing to remember with systems is
that until there is enough consumer
demand, change often will not occur.
Currently, slowly but surely, large compa-
nies are becoming aware of the growing
consumer demand. 

There is a growing focus on design-
ing new solutions that must be valued by

all for long term reduction in the conta-
mination of water, land and air — our
environment. Examples of this can be
seen as far afield as Mexico where a com-
pany is transforming avocado pits into
disposable bioplastic straws and cutlery,
and in Indonesia where the root vegetable
cassava is used to create biodegradable
bags. By designing new products, along
with minimising single use items, cor-
rectly disposing of used products in cor-
rect categories and limiting the amount of
non-organic material, cleaning agents for
example, used on a day to day basis, cre-
ating a zero waste environment for our all
important planet can be achieved.

Consumer demand, and a willing-
ness to accept responsibility as an indi-
vidual, is at the heart of production and
consumption. Fortunately there is a
growing number of consumers, especial-
ly in the larger urban centres of India,
who are currently wanting change and
already taking responsibility. Businesses
too are making their stand, for instance,
Bare Necessities provides sustainable
options to toothbrushes, cosmetics,
detergents, soap, and even the humble
tote bag among other products. These
are all simple ideas that matter.

What, then, is waste? The answers
heard at the beginning of a talk or work-
shop are largely those pointing to excess,
yet, if we were to look at it in a different
light, perhaps it is simply that it is a
resource that we have yet to use, because
everything matters when taking positive
steps toward sustainability on a planet
with finite resources. Therefore, we must
endeavour to value every item, whether
that is a piece of fruit, an item of clothing
or any of the specific answers to the
waste question touched on at the outset,
we need to take the responsibility right
down to the most bare necessities.

The writer is a Sustainability
Consultant and Education Officer
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Democracies thrive on economy and economy thrives
on confidence of the people in the system. India has
for long carried forward the legacy of the Raj when

the purpose of the then government was exploitation of the
colony and filling the coffers of the British Government at
the cost of India. The babudom that continued to hold the
reins of governance after independence could not shake off
its imperialist mind set and India went on to remain a coun-
try of subjects rather than citizens. But there are limitations
to the rule by magistracy and collectorate and the signs are
gradually showing. It is for this reason that in our TDS (Trust
Deficient Society) driven economy business cycles hover
between frequent troughs and occasional peaks. In the
process, the confidence of the market continues to remain
shaky as a result of societal paranoia. To cope with the sit-
uation the interventionist stimulations are tried time and
again to boost the economy. The tricky part is that it works
for short durations and goes back to the original bearish
stance sooner than later. What is to be understood is that
internal stimulation is required to keep the system ticking
and kicking on its own. The only way this can be done is by
boosting the confidence of the market which comprises not
only the investors but also the consumers. In fact, it is the
consumers that stimulate both the market and the investors.
More so in a market economy which draws sustenance from
a myriad of factors. It is against this backdrop that the recent
opinion of the Chief Economic Advisor has to be viewed.
In order to rejuvenate the markets stimulus packages are
announced to bail out certain industries. But such steps are
against the spirit of the market economy. Indian experience
with the market economy is around three decades old, time
enough to realise that market economy is governed by mar-
ket forces. Naturally, there are sectors that reach the decline
phase. How far can state sponsored stimulation help.
Slowdowns are market phenomena that depend significant-
ly on consumer sentiments, rather than only investor per-
ception. Using tax payers’ money to intervene every time there
are slowdowns in certain sectors is fraught with moral haz-
ards. If some sectors are assumed too big to fail than ensur-
ing that they don’t fail through interventions from the state
tantamount to creating a situation where profits are private
and losses are of the society. Systemic incentives are better
options than fiscal stimuli. System needs to be strengthened
rather than some sections. The measures announced
recently by the government may seem to be prudent. But
there is need to examine whether the slowdown bogey is a
careful design by some smart operators rather than purely
market driven. Markets depend more on psychological rather
than economic factors. In order to keep an economy tick-
ing the morale of the industry must be boosted. But gov-
ernment must not only appear to be industry friendly but
also prove consumer friendly. Policy consistency is what gives
stability to the economy. Knee jerk responses do not go far
enough. It is pertinent therefore to give that confidence to
the investors, consumers and financial institutions that things
will not be allowed to drift.
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Before I get into this important
aspect of our lives, let us be clear
about what self-image is all about.

Defined as the opinion or idea that you
have of yourself, especially of your
appearance or abilities, self-image is very
different from self-respect, which is the
feeling of pride in yourself in terms of
what you do, or say, being correct and
good. Ego, which is defined as your
sense of your own value and impor-
tance, is a lot closer to one’s self-image.

Image is the impression that a per-
son gives to the public. These are of two
types — naturally occurring (the result
of many years) and contrived. The lat-
ter generally has a sinister motive.
Those in the business of cheating the
public contrive to give a false impres-
sion of self. Fake babas come to the
mind in this connection. Then, there are
people who run ponzi schemes.

Self-image begins to form from
childhood itself. This process goes on
throughout one’s life. One tries to
enhance it rather than correct it. There
are many factors, which go into image
making and its evolution. Humans
have been blessed with intelligence.
Mature intelligence or wisdom comes
after a very long time, sometimes many
lives. Still, this fact does not prevent peo-
ple from pretending to be highly intel-
ligent. That explains why we make so
many mistakes. A human is not above
erring, but a false assessment of self-
intelligence makes it worse.

Appearance of self has also a large
bearing on how we perceive ourselves.
Good looking people feel more confi-
dent about themselves because the
appearance is the first thing one notices
in a person. However, this factor is not
absolute. Other factors like abilities have
a large bearing on how we assess our
personalities overall. Personal values,

sanskars and morals, are also very
important. They emit a feeling of supe-
riority like no other. Our ambitions also
decide how we assess ourselves. Persons
with high ambitions think highly of
themselves and try to project selves in
a positive way. They are more focused
than an average person. In short, how
we desire our future to be is very impor-
tant in this connection.

Personal nature also determines the
image one will have of oneself. And our
nature is the sum total of our habits. For
example, continued success in life gives
the image of being a go-getter. Our past
has a lot of bearing on how we will per-
ceive ourselves or others will. After all,
are we not a sum total of what we have
been, the acts we have done earlier.

The society we live in also influ-
ences how we assess ourselves, or like
to be. We wish to be one of it and some-
what better. Health also plays a part.
Healthy people are more likely to exude
confidence. Circumstances and age
force changes. In older age, one accepts
that one is not so physically capable.

This fact brings out the necessity of cor-
recting the self-image; we cannot be
attached to any one version of it.
Generally, the self-image is always
superior to what we actually are. This
puts a lot of pressure on one to rise to
that standard. Some will say that it is a
motivating factor for self-improve-
ment. Yes, it is true as long as the gap
is manageable, otherwise it results in
stressful existence. It is very important
that we have the right image of our-
selves.

Trying to stick to some image is not
wise, because the self-image must be
attuned to the present realities, other-
wise pressure builds up. Most of us are
unable to fight it and suffer. This
becomes a bondage, which is quite
harmful. Ideally, we should focus on
doing our duties and the image takes
care of itself. And the gap between the
reality and what we project ourselves to
be should always be manageable; only
then, our lives will be better.
&�	������	���	����������������������!���������
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Our world is in need of
healing, and there are
many who have dedicat-
ed their lives to this cause.
There is a way for each

one of us to contribute to a better
future, and it all begins in silence. 

If we wish to heal our planet, we
must begin by healing ourselves. We
may not be able to change another per-
son over the course of weeks, years, or
even a lifetime, but we can change our-
selves immediately. If each person
worked on healing themselves, the
effect would be monumental. If each
person healed themselves, the benefits
they experience may inspire others to
do the same. Like a wave, the effect
would spread, bathing the whole world
in healing waters. So let us begin with
looking at ways in which we can heal
ourselves. 

�����	
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When we speak about healing our-

selves, we are not talking medically. The
word “healing” involves making us
whole in all aspects of our life. We are
referring to healing our body, mind,
and soul. Healing involves eliminating
disease. What is disease but “dis-ease,”
not being at ease. We may find that we
are not at ease physically because of dif-
ferent medical conditions. We may find
that we are not at ease mentally due to
problems we face at our job, in our
homes, in our community, or at the

emotional and psychological level.
We may find that we are not at ease

spiritually because there are ques-
tions relating to our soul and the
Creator, and our purpose in life, that
we have not yet found answers to that
cause restlessness in our soul. Thus, to
heal ourselves, we need to employ tech-
niques to remove the “dis-ease,” and put
us at ease at every level.

�����	
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Advances in science and medicine

have taught us a great deal about how
to keep our bodies healthy and to
ensure optimum performance of the
body that we have been given. We
know or have access to information
about nutrition and personal health
and hygiene. We know what precau-
tions to take to prevent certain diseases.
If we are to heal our body, we should
lead healthy lifestyles: keep physically
fit, strike a healthy balance between
work, rest, and exercise, eat foods that
are nutritionally good for us, eliminate
habits and substances that are harm-
ful to us, such as smoking, drinking
and taking drugs, and safeguard against
conditions that spread disease. The key
is to observe these laws of nature so that
we do not inadvertently and careless-
ly injure our body. 

��������	���������
Doctors and medical researchers

have discovered that stress has a role

to play in our health. They have
learned that stress can cause a break-
down of our immune system and be a
cause of ailments. Stress interferes with
the healthy functioning of some of our
bodily systems required to resist dis-
ease. It activates the “fight or flight”
response causing certain biochemical
reactions in our body. When we are in
a state of stress, our heart beats faster.
Certain hormones are released to get
us ready to protect ourselves. Once
released, they cannot be recalled.

A ready-alert system that was orig-
inally intended to help us escape
physical harm becomes activated even
in the presence of day-to-day situations
that do not pose any threat to our life.
Thus, we carry within us a state of
stress, or a state in which our body is
responding to fear and threat even in
situations that are only problems for
our mind. Because we are not fight-
ing or fleeing, our body has no way to
dissipate the bottled up stress and we
carry it around with us throughout the
day. Ultimately, it begins to cause prob-
lems for us internally, and different
organs begin reacting to that stress.
Thus, stress that is unchecked and not
dissipated can affect our heart, our
lungs, our circulatory system, our
digestive system, our skin, and our ner-
vous system. We may suffer from
stress-related headaches, stom-
achaches, breathing problems, and
nervousness.

�����������������������������
We may not be able to control the

contraction of certain diseases which
are genetic or which spread through the
air, but we can control over our per-
sonal stress. There are ways to reduce
and even eliminate stress in our lives.
When we talk of eliminating stress, we
do not mean eliminating problems.
Problems will always be there. But we
can eliminate our unhealthy physical
response to the problems.

By learning the art of meditation,
we will have a defense system against
stress. The key is to have another kind
of response to problems that will not
stimulate these physical reactions in the
body. If we can learn to meditate, then
we can confront problems in a way that
does not upset our physiological sys-
tems. Meditation provides a way for us
to learn to control our reactions.

�����	
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When we talk about healing our

mind, we are referring to its reaction
to problems we face that affect our
thinking and our emotions. Each day
we are bombarded by sensory stimuli
from all directions. Each message
coming in through our five senses is
conveyed to the brain. Some messages
require a physical response, but many
of them require intellectual or mental
responses. We have to think through
problems, make decisions, plan,
analyse, synthesise, create, and then
communicate our thoughts to others.

Oftentimes, the mental stimuli can
bring about reactions of fear, anxiety,
tension, confusion, indecision, and a
host of emotional responses. Mental
tension and emotional pain take their
toll on our body and physical health.
It also affects our ability to be produc-
tive and effective in the world.

���������	�����������������	�
We can avoid much of the stress,

anxiety, and tension by meditation.
Meditation is a way to relieve stress at
the mental level and help us to have a
healthy mind. A healthy mind means
that we can deal with the challenges of
life in a calm, composed way without
it causing us to feel upset, depressed,
anxious, fearful, or threatened.

A healthy mind means we deal
with life’s problems without it affect-
ing our emotional make-up. We take
things as they come, deal with them
effectively, try to find the best solution,
and move on. We do not need to be
overwhelmed, overpowered, and upset
over the daily situations we face. By sit-
ting in meditation, we develop the
calmness to approach problems and sit-
uations. The more we sit in meditation,
the more we are able to return to that
state of peace and harmony at any time
during the day.
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Being in the present moment is the gift
of the moment. Only when you live in
the present time awareness do you

enjoy the moment. There is no guilt or
regret from the past. There is no fear of the
unknown either. Imagine, when heart-based
awareness rules, anger and resentment are
no longer a part of your life. Just a peaceful
state of acceptance and embracing of the
present moment. A sense of adventure and
positivity reigns supreme.

Being who you are and speaking up for
yourself is a sure shot way of enjoying your
life. Often, we do not say what we mean.
Consequently, we keep thinking about it —
about what we should have said, or not. We
are plagued by negativity. By constantly
pleasing other people, we put ourselves last.
This does not lead to happiness. It actually
makes us resentful and unhappy. 

By being people pleasers, we do not
make anyone happy. People do not realise
that we are not doing what we want to. They
take us for granted. We earn respect only
when we are true to ourselves. We must

speak up when someone is rude to us or says
something that we do not agree with.
Otherwise, it is too late. The moment is lost
and then regret creeps in. By being true to
ourselves and honest with our feelings, we
feel powerful. Other people’s opinion should
not make us feel small. They are speaking
their own truth. We can accept it if we want
to, but not feel bad when they voice it.

The importance of visualisation cannot
be overestimated. When we are young, it is
called day dreaming. “Do not day dream!”
we are often told. However, we can day
dream ourselves into a glorious future. If we
want a four-bedroom house and keep visual-
ising ourselves living in one, chances are that
our dream will come true. The Universe
answers our prayers. Positive affirmation is
the key to success. Hard work and positive
visualisation at all times leads to positive
behaviour and weeds out negativity. When
we dream big and work towards it, our
dream is achieved. Positive and constant
affirmation are the key to success.

Breathing techniques are important.

Focusing on the breath is what people do to
control negative thoughts. Breathe in and
out slowly while counting each breath. This
technique helps the mind to focus on one
thing at a time. Most people cannot even
count up to ten without thoughts crowding
their mind. However, with practice it
becomes easier. Each thought is received
with detachment. The focus is on breathing.
Once should not get attached to one’s
thoughts. Let the thoughts come and go and
focus on the breath. Thought protection or
mantra’s is sound healing. Keep chanting
positive thoughts (a word or a sentence) and
the vibration will flow through your mind
and body . More importantly, there will be
space for no other thought. When there is
no space for negativity, positivity reigns
supreme. The sound of a bell chiming
(church or temple bell) sends sound vibra-
tions through the metaphysical centre of the
body creating peace and wellness. This is
energy vibration. These rituals are profound
in nature. They have deep meaning and nat-
ural healing. 

Additionally, when you believe in a
higher energy, and focus on it, peace comes
to you. Your world may be out of control,
but your faith in that higher energy will be
there to help and guide you. God will give
you whatever you desire, keep you safe and
ensure you remain healthy. That, for most
people helps them leave negativity and move
towards positive thought. 

Hands on and distant healing techniques
help the mind calm down and the body to
heal. These energy techniques are consid-
ered alternative, but more people are follow-
ing and practicing them. Reiki, Chi Gung
and Taichi are a few healing modalities.
They bring the body and mind into balance
and all negative thoughts get dissipated. As I
like to say: life is full of joy. Visualise it,
believe in it and work towards it.
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Peace in Afghanistan, dev-
astated by four decades of

war, never seemed so immi-
nent. However, the latest round
of peace talks between the US
and the Taliban leadership
indicates the negotiation
process may take longer than
expected. This week, when US
President Donald Trump
announced that he was with-
drawing an invitation to the
Taliban delegation and the
Afghan Government for a
meeting at Camp David, it
created utter confusion around
the world. Does it signal a com-
plete withdrawal of the US
from the Afghan peace talks?
Or is it leading to another
Trump-style chaos without
providing any solution?

How America behaves
would matter the most for
bringing an enduring peace to
Afghanistan. In fact, Trump’s
announcement to halt the
negotiation with the Taliban
may provide a much needed
opportunity for a complete
reset of talks so that some of the
critical previous mistakes can
be rectified without fail.
Trump’s Afghan envoy Zalmay
Khalilzad, himself an Afghan
émigré, was said to have
reached a tentative agreement
with the Taliban leadership. As
per that agreement, the US
troops would have been with-
drawn from Afghanistan with-
in a period of sixteen months
in return for hard-to-enforce
commitments from the
Taliban, like a break from the
clutches of Al-Qaeda, denial of
their territory for global jehad,
de-escalation of violence and
starting of negotiations with
the dispensation at Kabul.

However such an approach
is replete with possibility of los-
ing the US ally and helping the
Taliban at the cost of the Kabul
Government. And for all these
unwanted possibilities, many of
Trump’s allies and close confi-
dants, including then National
Security Adviser John Bolton,
are critical of the draft accord.

Rather than immediate
troops drawdown, the Trump
Administration must utilise all
channels to end the war in
Afghanistan. It simply implies
that Washington has to work
closely with the Ashraf Ghani

Government. Ignoring or
excluding the Ghani establish-
ment will in no way help
deserting or countering the
Taliban monsters. History
records that without involving
the local allies, peace deal are
unlikely to last long. For exam-
ple, the Paris Peace Accord
between the Nixon
Administration and the North
Vietnam witnessed the fall of
Saigon two years after its con-
clusion in 1973. 

Some experts are of the
opinion that a competent third
party must facilitate the ongo-
ing talks between the US and
the Taliban. Also the US can
follow the example of what
happened in Havana between

the Colombian Government
and the FARC rebels
(Revolutionary Armed Forces
of Colombia) from 2012 to
2016. Further the discouraging
part of the whole negotiation
process is that Khalilzad is
directly dealing with the
Taliban. This clearly indicates
that the Taliban does not need
to bother about the popularly
elected Government of Ghani
and only America alone can
decide the future course of
action for this war theatre,
even particularly excluding the
womenfolk of the country.

Another negative aspect
of the current peace deal is that
the US has not demanded a
ceasefire even as the price of

their own forces’ drawdown.
Again signals are coming out of
the already completed draft
deal is that it has simply asked
for reduction of the Taliban
attack, not for bringing the
attacks to a complete halt. The
peace deal also does not hold
the Taliban responsible for the
attacks constantly launched by
jehadist forces such as the
newly formed Afghan branch
of Islamic State or Iraq and
Syria (ISIS)-Khorasan Province
and the Haqqani Network
based in Pakistan. It must be
understand by the US strate-
gists that Taliban should not be
trusted anymore and brokering
deal with them without involv-
ing the Ghani establishment

might prove fatal anytime.
Finally, when Trump is

pushing for a final withdraw-
al of troops, he must rethink.
Maintaining a small non-com-
bat force around 9,000 will
surely cost him lesser. But then
total departure for the US from
the most unpredictable war
theatre of the world without
providing a sustainable solu-
tion might undermine these
aspects: the US hegemony,
credibility of the democratically
elected Government in Kabul,
and lastly, safety net for the
Afghan civilian population. 

Trump must revisit what
happened when former
President Barack Obama with-
drew the US troops from Iraq

in 2011. The power vacuum in
Iraq gave birth to the notorious
ISIS and once again necessi-
tated the return of the US
forces to Iraq. 

A deal between the US
and the Taliban for the US
forces to withdraw from their
longest-ever war in the Afghan
soil could probably push some
radical fighters to work under
the wings of ISIS that is raising
its tentacles in Afghanistan. It
is a golden opportunity for the
ISIS to recruit some of the
hardcore members of the
Taliban. Interestingly, the ISIS,
who battles the Afghan
Government and the Taliban,
is not a part of the ongoing
peace process. Many will join

the ISIS despite it losing
grounds in Iraq and Syria.
Simply put, for some Taliban,
they will be able to continue
their jehad mission against
those whom they perceive as
infidels and enemies. For many
others, who fear retribution
from civil society once they
return to normal life, it could
be a refuge.

History is witness to futil-
ity of military intervention in
internecine war in Afghanistan.
Therefore, for the US and its
allies it’s difficult to find a way
out in Afghanistan. Typically,
the traditional Afghan warlords
may not to follow the terms
and conditions of an imposed
peace process by the western
powers led by the US.

According to many secu-
rity experts, after the withdrawl
of US forces, the Afghanistan
Government may encounter
the same problems it witnessed
during the Najibullah regime
after the withdrawal of Soviet
forces. What can be a solace for
Afghanistan is that Trump has
already promised to leave
behind “a very strong intelli-
gence” presence in Afghanistan
which he calls as “the Harvard
of Terrorists”. However, if the
US strategy is to achieve imme-
diate and long-term security
goals, it must cautiously
address this problem: many ter-
ror groups conform to US for-
eign policy in order to survive.

Afghanistan remains a
hotbed for the growth of
jehadist outfits. And the coun-
try has gradually become a
conflict zone for both region-
al as well as global hegemons.
In the process, non-state actors
like the Taliban, the Haqqani
Network, the ISIS, the Al-
Qaeda and many other local
terror outfits would be used for
playing the proxies of the great
power mongers. 

Certainly, what is coming
up is slow death of democracy
and civil society in this belea-
guered nation. And more pre-
cisely, millions of ordinary
Afghans who have been forced
to live their lives under con-
stant shadow of war will be at
the receiving end. 

(The writer is an expert on
international affairs)
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Former US National Security

Agency (NSA) contractor
Edward Snowden has written a
memoir, telling his life story in
detail for the first time and
explaining why he chose to risk
his freedom to become perhaps
the most famous whistleblow-
er of all time.

Snowden, who now lives in
Russia to avoid prosecution in
the US, says his seven years
working for the NSA and the
Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) led him to conclude the
US intelligence community
“hacked the Constitution” and
put everyone’s liberty at risk
and that he had no choice but
to turn to journalists to reveal
it to the world.

“I realised that I was crazy
to have imagined that the
Supreme Court, or Congress,
or President Obama, seeking to
distance his administration
from President George W
Bush’s, would ever hold the
intelligence contractor legally
responsible — for anything,” he
writes.

The book, “Permanent
Record,” is scheduled to be
released on September 17. It
offers by far the most expansive
and personal account of how
Snowden came to reveal secret
details about the Government’s
mass collection of Americans’
emails, phone calls and Internet
activity in the name of nation-
al security.

His decision to turn from
obscure intelligence contractor
wonk to whistleblower in 2013
set off a national debate about
the extent of Government sur-
veillance by intelligence agen-

cies desperate to avoid a repeat
of the September 11 attacks.
Intelligence officials who con-
duct annual classified assess-
ments of damage from
Snowden’s disclosures say the
documents will continue trick-
ling out into the public domain
for years to come.

Though the book comes
six years after the disclosures,
Snowden, who fled first to
Hong Kong and then Russia,
attempts in his memoir to
place his concerns in a con-
temporary context. He sounds
the alarm about what he sees as
Government efforts worldwide
to delegitimise journalism, 
suppress human rights and
support authoritarian 
movements.

“What is real is being pur-
posely conflated with what is
fake, through technologies that
are capable of scaling that con-
flation into unprecedented
global confusion,” he says.

The story traces Snowden’s
evolution from childhood,
from growing up in the 1980s
in North Carolina and subur-
ban Washington, where his
mother worked as a clerk at the
NSA and his father served in
the Coast Guard.

He came of age as the
Internet evolved from an
obscure Government comput-
er network and describes how
a youthful fascination with
technology — as a child, he
took apart and reassembled a
Nintendo console and, as a
teenager, hacked the Los
Alamos nuclear laboratory net-
work — eventually led him to
a career as an NSA contractor,

where he observed high-tech
spy powers with increasing
revulsion.

Analysts used the
Government’s collection pow-
ers to read the emails of current
and former lovers and stalk
them online, he writes.

One particular programme
the NSA called XKEYSCORE
allowed the Government to
scour the recent Internet his-
tory of average Americans. He
says he learned through that
programme that nearly every-
one who’s been online has at

least two things in common:
They’ve all watched pornogra-
phy at one time or another, and
they’ve all stored videos and
pictures of their family.

“This was true,” he writes,
“for virtually everyone of every
gender, ethnicity, race, and age
— from the meanest terrorist
to the nicest senior citizen, who
might be the meanest terrorist’s
grandparent, or parent, or
cousin.”

He struggled to share his
concerns with his girlfriend,
who joined him in Russia and

is now his wife.
“I couldn’t tell her that my

former co-workers at the NSA
could target her for surveillance
and read the love poems she
texted me. I couldn’t tell her
that they could access all the
photos she took — not just the
public photos, but the intimate
ones,” he writes. “I couldn’t tell
her that her information was
being collected, that every-
one’s information was being
collected, which was tanta-
mount to a Government threat:
If you ever get out of line, we’ll

use your private life against
you.”

Before summoning a small
group of journalists to Hong
Kong to disclose classified
secrets, knowing that a return
to the US was impossible, he
says he prepared like a man
about to die. He emptied his
bank accounts, put cash into a
steel ammo box for his girl-
friend and erased and encrypt-
ed his old computers.

These days, the 36-year-old
Snowden lives in Moscow,
where he remains outside the

reach of a US. Justice
Department that brought
Espionage Act charges just
weeks after the disclosures. He
spends many of his days
behind a computer and par-
ticipating in virtual meetings
with fellow board members at
the Freedom of the Press
Foundation. “I beam myself
onto stages around the world”
to discuss civil liberties, he
writes.

When he does go out, he
tries to shake up his appear-
ance, sometimes wearing dif-
ferent glasses. He keeps his
head down when he walks
past buildings equipped with
closed-circuit television. Once,
he says, he was recognised in
a Moscow museum and con-
sented to a selfie request from
a teenage girl speaking
German-accented English.

It’s unclear when or even if
Snowden will return to a coun-
try where his family has deep
roots. He traces his lineage
back to the Mayflower and
ancestors who fought in the
Revolutionary War.

He was shaken by the
September 11 attacks, but
describes his “reflexive,
unquestioning support” for the
wars that followed as the great-
est regret of his life.

“It was as if whatever insti-
tutional politics I’d developed
had crashed — the anti-insti-
tutional hacker ethos instilled
in me online, and the apoliti-
cal patriotism I’d inherited
from my parents, both wiped
from my system — and I’d been
rebooted as a willing vehicle of
vengeance.” AP
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��#������*����#�9�!����������!���.��#��������
$�*�9"�!��*������$���$������!$.<�!���!$��������
���!���������������$��'���"�!��������.<�!���
�����*��!����������$����������"���&��'
'��������".���������'�'���9��"�!��������#�"
���������#�'����������'����"�!�$�*�.
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����&��+"�!�����$$��&���������*�����'".����*��"
���#�$$���������������.���#������$���!����������'
��������������#�������#�����$���&�$$������!����.
=�$$�&����$��"��!����$�+���"����$������������
��$��������������"���������$��". �����-&���9������
�������&��+.<�!&�$$'����������!���"������'�"�!�
������".<�!��������������*�������������!�.<�!
&�$$&�������!����"�!��������!������������#�"��
����!�������������"�!�����)$���.���#�������$�+�$".�
��&��'�����'�!�������&@��9�����&���������9��
���������.��$�*�$���9�#��������������������9'���
����!��9����������#����������������.��#���"�!
#�'���$���������������#���������.1��������!�$��
#�"��*��#!�!�$!�����������'.
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<�!&�$$����"����'�������*�'������$��.<�!���!$�
������&������"�!&�������$$�&"�!�#�����"�!�
�����.����������������&�!$��������!������"�!�
�����#�����������������������.<�!�������#�"����
���������$$���"�!&�$$���$���'�����.<�!������#�+�
������$��$������&���"�!��������!���������.<�!�
������*��!�$��+��&����$���&�$$+���"�!#���*�������
��������������&������!������.�����#���&��$��9���
���!$�&�$$�������!��'��'.����������#���"&�$$��
������������������"�!&�$$��$���&�����#���"��
����.��$���������&���9"�!�����!��&����"�����$���$�.
���'$��&�$$'�����'���#����'���$�*�.��#����&���
"�!��������������������������.<�!���##��#���
���$�"�$�"&�$$�����'����"�!���$���������.
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<�!�����������������*���*����#���&����"�!���
��$��.<�!���$�+�$"������!�����#����$����$������
���*�!�����#�"��!������$��������!�����$!��!���.
=��!�����$�����'"�!�!���#������'".�������$����
$�����"$�9��$���������9��'!$��#�����$����+!����
�����������!��*�����$�.���"�&�"���#��'!#�������
�''�������.��"�!�������9"�!&�$$���*�"�!���$�
��!��&����".����$�+�$"����*�'��!���������������
��#���������&��+����.�����&����*�������&�
�!������&�$$��@�"��������$'����.����������@��9���
��*�!����������&�$$�����"�!�����������.<�!�
�#����$�����*��!������##!��������&�$$&��+��"�!�
��*�!�.�����#��������$�*�9"�!&�$$���$�$�����.����$�
&�$$$�+�"�!���"�!������������������#��������!��.
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=��'������$��9"�!����������*�������*�����'"���#
�����*��$�#����T�����9&����9���9�����������+".<�!
��������������$���������������$���.��"
����'!$����"���������$�����"$�&�$$��*������#������
"�!����$��. �����$"�!����*��'����+���"�!���'��
������+.��&��+9"�!���#����!$�!��������-&��+��'.
<�!���&�$$��'��$������&�+�$$�.<�!��������������
���!�&�$$&��+��"�!���*�!�.=�������$$"9������������
������'����'���"�!�$�����"$������������*���$$
'������������.�����������������"�!�����##�������
'�����'���������'������.����&��+"�!&�$$��$!�+"
��$�*�#�����������*����'�$�*�$���#������$
�������#���.<�!&�$$��������������$$���!��"�!.%�"
���������������&�����"�!������.
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Having followed last two issues of
this column, another regular
reader came up with an interest-

ing question: “Sir, you have beautifully
explained how our karma sets the term
for what we become due for — reward or
punishment. But in our life, we do both
good and bad karma. Would not the
credits earned for all the good done, bal-
ance out our bad karma and relieve us
from its future implications? You have
also suggested that the choice option
enjoins upon us with the capacity to filter
off the undesirable. To what extent can
we modify negative implications of our
karmic accruals and what are the reme-
dial measures necessary?”

In divine scheme of things, there is
no provision of reward or punishment.
Your good karma lets you realise your
indwelling potential. That keeps you
motivated to for well-intended karma.
Your bad karma, in the first place, may
stand in way or your potential blooming
out in full. Also, it lets you go through
similar experiences as would have been
met out to others. Purposely so as to put
you through such lessons as would make
you realise your wrong doings and
evolve. It doesn’t work like business eco-

nomics where profit balances out the loss.
The driving spirit of the laws of karma is
to put you through lessons of life as
would help you evolve. So, both good and
bad karma find reflection simultaneously. 

In so far as remedial measure is con-
cerned, self-help offers the best answer.
Bear in mind; only such process would
work as could get into the inner realms
of mind for necessary corrections from
the root level. Pundits performing belief
driven transactional pujas can’t reach out
your mind frame to nullify your habit
tendencies. Had it been so, no resource-
ful person would ever suffer in life. 

It is pertinent to note here that
thought seeds pertaining to the karmic
carry over from the past are imprinted in
the mind. They find reflection in your
thought process. When you self-reflect,
you may figure out different patterns in
the thought process playing within mind.
That may help you identify and acknowl-
edge the fault lines, and then address
them. Often, your ego may not let you
dispassionately acknowledge indwelling
infirmities.  Here, astrology may serve as
an effective diagnostic tool, which,
through a look at the energy-map of
heaven at the time of one’s birth, reflects

upon your karmic accrual with a fair
amount of precision, as energy knows no
bias. The redressal process is not that
easy either, as habits die hard. Better seek
the guidance of a realised Guru, who is
adept in overcoming the limitations of
mind and psyche. The extent to which
one could modify the implications of
karmic carryover from the past depends
on your will and resolve to change your-
self through sustained efforts. 

Here is the case of a person who had
been doing extremely well in so far as his
business was concerned. But at the same
time, he and his family members were
faced with a criminal case of serious
dimension. Look at his astrological
pointers. Towards the potential side,
Jupiter, the lord of Kendra house occupy-
ing its own house, aspects Venus the lord
of trine house, which occupies the 10th
house identified with career prospects.
The 10th lord Mercury occupying the
11th house identified with fulfillment of
desires, is posited in the nakshatra
owned by Venus. Association of Kendra
and Trine houses speaks loud of his
promising career. Further to that, mind
signifying Moon, beautifully aligned with
Mercury makes him an intelligent person
armed with good communicative skill,
vital to success in life. 

Towards the negative, the Sun is
locked in adverse formation with mis-
chievous Neptune, which binds him to
his fanciful dream perceptions, not realis-
ing that it could put him through difficult
situations. Added to that is Venus, ill-dis-
posed off to Neptune. That makes him
susceptible to get into unconventional
partnership, not acceptable by societal
norms, thus putting his morality in ques-
tion. If all that would not be enough, the
Sun is in opposition to its planet of neme-
sis Saturn. That makes him vulnerable to
come under the scanner of law enforce-
ment agencies. As he entered his 38th
year, the progressed lagna closed up
Neptune, which was already placed
adverse to Venus. Progressed Sun formed
unholy alliance with natal Venus.
Progressed Venus as well as Moon,
locked horns with Neptune. All these
negative indicators simultaneously com-
ing into play, his extra marital relation-
ship created a situation that put him
through a very difficult situation.
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